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Authorised English language translation of Schlieffen’s masterly
treatise on the battle of Cannae; the campaigns of Frederick the
Great & Napoleon, & the campaigns of 1866 & 1870–1. Complete
with an excellent and extensive series of detailed colour maps. 
This is a truly great 20th century military book. For generations,
historians have considered Schlieffen’s writings to be the
foundation of Germany’s military strategy in World War I,
and have hotly debated the reasons why the plan, as executed, failed.

Long after his death, the German General Staff Officers of the
Interwar and Second World War period, particularly General 
Hans von Seeckt, recognised an intellectual debt to the Schlieffen
theories during the development of the Blitzkrieg doctrine.

Convinced that Germany, surrounded by powerful enemies, 
would have to fight outnumbered and win, Schlieffen believed 
the key to victory could be discovered in the Battle of Cannae, 
Hannibal’s tactical masterpiece. Therefore, Schlieffen ordered 
the historical section of the General Staff to produce a set of
“Cannae Studies” that would demonstrate that the principle of
double envelopment practised by Hannibal at Cannae was the
master key to victory in battle.

Schlieffen’s operational concept collapsed in World 
War I in the face of logistic realities. But it was his
spiritual heritage which, at the beginning of the World
War 2, that brought to the German Army its great success.

VON SCHLIEFFEN’S CANNAE
The foundation of Germany’s military strategy in World War I

Gen. Fieldmarshal Count Alfred  Von Schlieffen
“To win, we must endeavour to be the stronger of the two at the point of impact. Our only hope of this lies in 

making our own choice of operations, not in waiting passively for whatever the enemy chooses for us.” — Schlieffen

The Two Volume Text and Atlas Set
SB. Text Volume xv + 306pp, with 101 Maps in Colour in a Separate Oversized Atlas

2018 N&MP reprint of the first 1931 English language edition 

Published at £45: introductory offer £30 for the two volume set. Order No: 26144

Von Schlieffen’s Cannae Atlas available separately – Order No: 26149. £15.00
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 1918: THE LAST ACT

25234 £3.99

Barrie Pitt
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

In what has become a classic account of
1918, the climactic year of the Great War
on the western front, the acclaimed
military historian Barrie Pitt describes the
battles - from the German Spring
offensives to the Allied counter attacks
which led to the Armistice; profiles the
major players; and analyses the actions
they directed.

 1919 BRITAIN’S YEAR OF
REVOLUTION

26962 £4.99

Simon Webb
Hardback. 184 pages

Published Price £19.99

Thought provoking insight into the tumult
that existed as the British ruling class
pushed back against the unrest which
World War One and the Russian
revolution had unleashed. Intriguing to see
how the Great War shaped and changed
the country.

AN ALIEN SKY
The Story of one Man’s

Remarkable Adventure in Bomber
Command during the Second

World War

26883 £4.99

Andrew Wiseman
Hardcover 192 pages
Published Price £20

The narrative is well-written, and contains
numerous interesting anecdotes. Where his
story is unique, is that it provides a
firsthand account of the month that the ex-
prisoners spent in limbo at Stalag IIIA
pending their release by the Russians. If
for no other reason, his account of this
interlude makes this book definitely worth
a read.

 249 AT MALTA
RAF’S Top Scoring Fighter

Squadron

25658 £9.99

Brian Cull, Frederick Galea
Hardback, 272 pp, Illustrated

Published Price £25

This new book by two experienced authors
details 249 Squadrons fight during the
defence of Malta, in it’s time in the
Mediterranean theatre of operations, 249
had claimed 245 air victories in the skies
over Malta, producing many ace pilots
such as ‘Screwball’ Beurling, Laddie
Lucas, Johnny Plagis, John Lynch, to
name but a few.

THE 7TH PANZER DIVISION IN
FRANCE AND RUSSIA

Rommel’s Ghost Division and the
7th Panzer Division

27037 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £12.99

An excellent operational analysis of 7.Pz.
D. actions in France and Russia that
summarises important lessons learned.
Under the renowned commander Rommel
7.Pz.D. achieved extraordinary results
fighting on the offensive in France in
1940. Under a commander less well
known today, Funck, the division achieved
even more extraordinary results in the
opening stages of the surprise offensive
against the Soviet Union in 1941. In both
cases the division engaged first class
opponents who had vast resources in men
and materiel. In both cases the Germans
advanced against opponents well prepared
for war, but utterly surprised by the
division's direction, timing, violence and
above all, tempo.

 ACCRINGTON’S PALS: THE
FULL STORY

The 11th Battalion, East
Lancashire Regiment (Accington
Pals) and the 158th (Accrington

and Burnley) Brigade, Royal Field
Artillery (Howitzers)

27102 £7.99

Andrew Jackson
Hardback, 271 pages
Published Price £25

Andrew Jackson’s new history tells the
story of the Great War as it was
experienced by the men of the 11th
Battalion, East Lancashire Regiment
(Accrington Pals), the 158th (Accrington
and Burnley) Brigade, Royal Field
Artillery (Howitzers) and their families.
Using information gathered from years of
painstaking research in national and local
archives and in private collections, he
reconstructs, in vivid detail, the role
played by these men on

 ADMIRAL HIPPER CLASS
CRUISERS

27091 £4.99

Steve Backer
Softback, 64 pages

Published Price £14.99

The subject of this volume is the largest
and most sophisticated German cruiser
class of WW2. The five ships suffered
very different fates. Blucher was sunk
during the invasion of Norway in 1940,
whereas Admiral Hipper fought right
through the war. The most famous, Prinz
Eugen, escaped when Bismarck was sunk
and survived to be expended in a postwar
Atomic bomb test. Seydlitz was intended
to be converted to an aircraft carrier, but
never finished, while Lutzow was sold to
Russia and sunk by her erstwhile owners.

 A YARN OF WAR
Palestine & France 1917-1918

26159 £18.99

Capt. E.R. Boyd, Scottish Rifles
Maps in Colour

A well written personal account of service
with 8th Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) in
the 52nd (Lowland) Division. With good
accounts of the Battles of Gaza 1917, and
campaign in the hills to capture of
Jerusalem. Boyd transferred to France in
April 1918 and went into the line on the
Vimy Ridge, then in July the bn.
transferred to the 34th Div., Boyd was
wounded by shrapnel during series of
advances near Beugneux (near Soissons).
With very good coloured sketch maps of
Gaza and the advance to Jaffa this is a
distinctive memoir that is scarce in it’s
original 1919 “Private Circulation”
edition.

 AGENT MICHAEL TROTOBAS
AND SOE IN NORTHERN

FRANCE

27038 £6.99

Stewart Kent, Nick Nicholas
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

One of the best books on the activities of a
circuit within the French Resistance.
Trotobas is relatively unknown in Britain,
but he is highly celebrated in Lille where
his Farmer/Sylvestre circuit was based. He
paid the ultimate price, fighting to the
death rather than undergo capture. This is
a major addition to the bibliography of the
SOE and French Resistance.

 AGINCOURT 1415
A Tourist Guide to the Campaign

25427 £3.99

Anne Curry, Peter Hoskins
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £14.99

A compendious guide to one of the most
famous battles in English history,
immortalised by Shakespeare, when Henry
V’s tattered army destroyed a French force
several times its size. Tailored for the
modern visitor, the book traces the route
of Henry’s army to the battlefield,
describing the action, the topography, and
the aftermath.

65

 AIGUILLETTES OF THE
THIRD REICH

 AIGUILLETTES OF THE
THIRD REICH

10690 £65.00

640pp, 1034
photographs/illustrations (many in

colour), deluxe binding.

Wilhelm P.B.R. SarisWilhelm P.B.R. Saris
640pp, 1034

photographs/illustrations (many in
colour), deluxe binding.

Aiguillettes were the most indispensable
part on a uniform when on parade, for
adjutants or for special duty services.The
extensive text explains the many
secondary colours in early use, plus an in-
depth uniform study of almost every state
and Party organization.Included are the
evolution of patterns as well as hundreds
of detailed colour photos of aiguillettes
and their parts, plus numerous portraits of
the subject in wear

Aiguillettes were the most indispensable
part on a uniform when on parade, for
adjutants or for special duty services.The
extensive text explains the many
secondary colours in early use, plus an in-
depth uniform study of almost every state
and Party organization.Included are the
evolution of patterns as well as hundreds
of detailed colour photos of aiguillettes
and their parts, plus numerous portraits of
the subject in wear

 AIR-LAUNCH DOODLEBUGS
Hitler’s V1 Missiles and

111/Kampfgeschwader 3 and 53

27113 £4.99

Peter J. C. Smith
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The V 1, or “Doodlebug'’ came into use in
June 1944 and, together with the V 2
Rocket, was Hitler's final hope in face of
the advancing Allied forces. This work
features the story of the development and
operation of this form of attack, and also
of the Allied reaction and defence-
measures taken to minimise damage. All
in all a useful reference, and well worth
reading for anyone who wishes to learn
more about this important, but often
forgotten chapter of WW2, when the first
use of early air-launched 'cruise missiles'
targeted the UK.

 BATTLEGROUND FRENCH
COAST: COCKLESHELL RAID

26239 £2.99

Paul Oldfield
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book covers the whole of the
Operation ‘Frankton’ story including the
development of the Royal Marines Boom
Patrol Detachment, the planning and
preparation for the raid, its aftermath and
an account of the horrific war crimes
inflicted on those who were captured. It
also includes the epic escape by Haslar
and Corporal Bill Sparks across occupied
France into Spain.

 ALBUERA 1811
The Bloodiest Battle of the

Peninsular War

26246 £3.99

Guy C Dempsey
Softback, 336 pages

Published Price £15.99

On 16 May 1811, the small town of
Albuera was the setting for one of the
Peninsular War’s most bloody and
desperate battles. A combined Spanish,
British and Portuguese force of more than
30,000 men, under the command of Lord
Beresford, stubbornly blocked the march
of the French field marshal Soult, who was
trying to reach the fortress of Badajoz, 12
miles north. Beresford, who defended
himself with his bare hands against a
Polish lancer, was victorious, but at the
cost of 6,000 Allied deaths and 7,000
French in just four hours.This book
balances the traditional Anglocentric bias
by paying equal attention to Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Polish and German
soldiers who fought there.
 ALS PANZERMANN IN AFRIKA

UND ITALIEN 1942-45
Panzer Regiment 8 und Schwere

Panzer -Abt. 508

26851 £65.00

Axel Urbanke, Hans Becker
Hardback

An impressive account of operations by
two panzer units from the point of view of
a member of the headquarters staff, who in
part had insight into decisions. Hans
Becker not only captured images of tanks,
but also other elements of the two units in
action and neighbouring units, as well as
the theatres of war and life behind the
front.

THE ANTI-PARTISAN BADGE

24760 £95.00

Antonio Scapini
Hardback 270 pages with nearly
1000 photos, mainly in colour.

The Anti-Partisan Badge by Antonio
Scapini is the first comprehensive and
detailed account of this war badge. The
author explains in stunning detail the
fingerprints of all genuine examples and
lists all models and types in a logical and
comprehensible format.

 ANTIGONUS THE ONE-EYED
Greatest of the Successors

27040 £5.99

Jeff Champion
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

Telling the story of the life and career of
Antigonos the One-Eyed is one of the best
ways to present the rather complicated,
long and very tumultuous Wars between
the Successors following the death of
Alexander. Jeff Champion narrates the
career of this titanic figure with the focus
squarely on the military aspects.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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THE ANVIL OF WAR
German Generalship in Defence on

the Eastern Front

27000 £4.99

Peter tsouras
Softback, 302 pages

Published Price £14.99

A collection of German officer
interrogation reports compiled after the
war. These reports, written from the
German perspective, describe Russia
Military Improvisations during the
Russian Campaign and German Defense
Tactics against Russian Breakthrough by
General Erhard Rauss, and Operations of
Encircled Forces by Generalleutnant
Oldwig von Natzmer.

 ARRAS NORTH
Arras North

27086 £7.99

Peter Hughes
Hardback, 334 pages
Published Price £25

This is a superb reference guide for
anyone visiting Arras and its battlefields.
This volume contains in depth coverage of
over 100 Commonwealth War Graves
Commission cemeteries and is a veritable
'Who's Who' of officers and other ranks
who fell on this part of the Western Front.
It provides comprehensive details of
gallantry awards and citations and
describes many minor operations, raids
and other actions, as well as the events that
took place in April and May 1917.

 BATTLEGROUND GENERAL:
ARNHEM 1944

27136 £2.99

Jonathan Sutherland
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £9.99

Battleground General is a series of game
books that put you the player in command
in some of history’s greatest battles. This
one recreates Operation Market Garden in
September 1944 one of the most daring
Allied plans of the Second World War.

The Awards of the Heer - Vol. II

24224 £95.00

Dietrich Maerz
Hardback 496 pages

This is the long awaited Volume II of the
most complete and comprehensive
overview of the decorations a German
soldier of the Heer could be awarded.

THE ATLANTIC WALL
History and Guide

27041 £8.99

J. E. Kazufmann, H. W. Kaufmann

Hardback, 384 pages
Published Price £25

The best single volume on what the wall
was intended to do, how it came to be
built, the many different (but standardised)
bunkers and related facilities, and how it
was all for naught. Well-illustrated. As
with many previous Kaufmann books, the
amount of information here is amazing. In
short, add this book on the ultimate coastal
defence system to your library. There is no
better published guide covering the entire
wall - in any language

 AUSTRIAN ORDERS AND
DECORATIONS

Part I: The Imperial-Royal Orders
up to 1918

25634 £179.99

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Dr. Georg
Ludwigstorff

Hardback  two volumes in a slipcase,
with 852 pages, more than 2,500

colour and black-and-white
photographs

This two-volume work, apart from dealing
with the cultural and historical
background, focuses in detail on the
decorations themselves. They are shown
here, in previously unpublished
abundance, in a monograph of 832 pages
with more than 2,500 photographs and
illustrations. This constitutes Part I of the
planned series and deals with the Order of
the Golden Fleece, the Military Order of
Maria Theresa, the Order of St. Stephen,
the Order of Leopold, the Order of the Iron
Crown, the Order of the Starry Cross, the
Order of Elisabeth and the Order of the
Slaves of Virtue.

 BATTLE BENEATH THE
TRENCHES

The Cornish Miners of the 151st
Tunnelling Company

27103 £7.99

Robert Johnss
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £25

A most informative and well researched
book. The Cornish Miners were one of
these specialist units recruited from the tin
mines of Cornwall. This is their story. In
February 1915, eight Tunnelling
Companies were created and operational
in Flanders from March 1915. By mid
-1916, the British Army had around
25,000 trained tunnellers, mostly
volunteers taken from mining.

 BATTLE FOR ANGOLA
The End of the Cold War in Africa

1975-89

26163 £14.99

Al J. Venter
Hardback, 496 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £35

A blend of eyewitness accounts,
contemporary documents and
photographs, and the author's own
experiences, produce an outstanding
narrative of a complex series of events.
This war served as a surrogate
battleground for the Cold War and large-
scale direct and indirect international
involvement by opposing powers such as
the Soviet Union, Cuba, South Africa and
the United States was a major feature of
the conflict.

 BLITZKRIEG
Myth, Reality and Hitler’s

Lightning War- France 1940

26887 £7.99

Lloyd Clark
Hardback, 458 pages
Published Price £25

Both detailed and analytical, this book
gives an understanding of the unexpected
French defeat. Clark also explains how
German’s greatest victory led to failure.

THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE
Hitler’s Final Gamble

27042 £5.99

Patrick Delaforce
Hardback, 376 pages
Published Price £25

Written by a prolific author of military
books this a graphically narrated and fine
study of a pivotal battle, that so nearly
changed the course of war.It provides the
reader with a fascinating insight into the
German Ardennes Offensive of World
War Two that is better known to many as
the Battle of The Bulge, this battle took
place in the Ardennes Forrest region, at
one stage involved no less than one
million troops from America, Germany,
Britain, France, Belgium and Canada.

THE BATTLE OF
COPENHAGEN 1801

26968 £4.99

Ole Feldbaek
Softback, 270 pages

Published Price £14.99

Thoroughly researched and superbly
written, explaining the origin of this naval
conflict between Britain and Denmark, the
course of the battle itself and the military
and diplomatic outcome.This is useful
reminder that the Baltic also became a
theatre of war in Napoleonic Europe.

 BATTLE OF JUTLAND

27026 £3.99

John Sutherland, Diane Canwell
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

This is a fresh account of this greatest
naval engagement, it offers fascinating
insight into the events preceding the
action, the tactics during the battle and the
political and military fall-out. The book
draws on released official records and
personal accounts. Jellicoe failed to
ensnare Scheer and the bulk of the German
fleet which escaped battered, but intact.
The Germans knew however that despite
their great fleet, it was the Royal Navy that
controlled the North Sea.

THE BATTLE OF KURSK
Controversial and Neglected

Aspects

26166 £14.99

Valeriy Zamulin
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £35

Zamulin has chosen 11 specific issues that
he felt were either not given sufficient
acknowledgement over the years or
needed greater clarity or needed to be
corrected to some degree. These topics
are: The past, current and future research
and literature on the campaign: The
Kastornoe Cauldron: Von Manstein's
successful counteroffensive in early March
1943 and how it influenced Operation
Citadel: Could Germany have won the
campaign if it was launched in late May or
early June: Did Vatutin error in his
defence of Operation Citadel: What was
the real strength and fighting condition of
9th Army at launch time: Central Front's
intelligence gathering on the eve of
Operation Citadel: Counter artillery and its
impact on the campaign: From a command
and control viewpoint: Prokhorovka: A
look at two tank commanders at Kursk
General Katukov and General Rotmistrov:
Prokhorovka an evolution of a myth about
being the largest tank battle of the war.

THE BATTLE OF THE
ATLANTIC

27027 £3.99

Donald Macintyre
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £12.99

A clear synopsis of the longest campaign
of WW2 from someone who played a
distinguished role. Donald Macintyre
scored his most important successes before
the new weaponry all came together in
1943. His removal from the battle of three
of Donitz's top U-Boat Captains was
achieved in March 1941 long before the
improved 10-centimetric radar, HF/DF and
the Hedgehog mortar, all came together in
1943.

 BATTLEGROUND CHANNEL
PORTS : ZEEBRUGGE AND

OSTEND RAIDS

26839 £3.99

Stephen McGreal
Softback, 176 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £12.99

As a handy primer to these raids, this book
can hardly be faulted. For the regular
battlefield tourist looking for something
new on the way to or back from the
Western Front, "Zeebrugge & Ostend
raids" is an excellent addition to the
itinerary. The depiction of the strength of
the German batteries and defence works,
and the shot and shell as the naval raids
went in, helps the visitor to see past the
seafront hotels and supermarkets.
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 BATTLEGROUND EUROPE:
MONCHY LE PREUX - ARRAS

26104 £2.99

Colin Fox
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £9.95

As the motorist speeds past Arras on the
motorway south to Paris, a look to the east
should bring into view the hilltop village
of Monchy le Preux. This farming
community dominates the ground to the
North (as it falls away to the River Scarpe)
and to the South ( to the River Coejeul). In
the early days of the Battle of Arras in the
spring of 1917 the Village fell to British
attacks after a stubborn resistance by the
German defenders. Therefore the struggle
continued to wage just to its east as all
attempts to move the line significantly
further into the German defences failed. In
1918 the German spring offensive rapidly
regained lost ground, but stumbled and
faltered on the outskirts of Arras.

THE BERLIN 1945
BATTLEFIELD GUIDE PART I

The Battle of the Oder-Neisse

25674 £7.99

David McCormack
Softback, 160 pp, 2920 colour and 45

black and white photographs
Published Price £16.99

This highly detailed, absorbing battlefield
guide is the ideal companion for anyone
considering exploring the terrain on which
the epic battles along the Oderfront were
fought between January and April 1945

THE BATTLE OF MAJUBA
HILL

The Transvaal Campaign, 1880
-1881

26859 £7.99

John Laband
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Battle of Majuba Hill near Volksrust,
South Africa on 27 February 1881 was the
final and decisive battle of the First Boer
War. It was a resounding victory for the
Boers and the battle is considered to have
been one of the most humiliating defeats
of British arms in history.
Based on both British and Boer archival
and contemporary sources, this balanced
and fresh appraisal of Majuba situates it in
the closely interlocked operational and
political contexts of the Transvaal
campaign. It analyses the contrasting
military organisations and cultures of the
two sides and clarifies how a Boer citizen
militia with no formal training, but that
handled modern small arms with lethal
effect and expertly employed fire and
movement tactics, was able to defeat
professional―but hidebound―British
soldiers.

THE BATTLES OF FRENCH
FLANDERS

Neuve Chapelle, Aubers Ridge,
Festubert, Loos and Fromelles

25386 £3.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 232 pages

Published Price £14.99

An invaluable guide to the little known
Great War battlefields of 1915, which are
seldom visited, sandwiched as they are
between the first fights of 1914 and the
great battles of 1916 and 1917. But the
sites of the British offensives at Neuve
Chapelle, Aubers Ridge, Festubert, Loos
and Fromelles are well worth visiting and
the authors describe what happened, where
and why.

 BEFORE ACTION
William Noel Hodgson and the 9th

Devons

27044 £5.99

Charlotte Zeepvat
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

As one of the best-known casualties of the
first day of the Battle of the Somme this
book offers an important new explanation
of what happened to the 9th Devons that
fateful morning. It uncovers the hidden
meanings behind some of Hodgson's most
familiar poems, and its wider themes of
family and friendship, war, grief and
remembrance, are universal.

 BELGIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT WAR Part 2

Portable Service Weapons

26120 £99.99

Pierre Lierneux ed.
Hardback, 512 pages, Illustrated

With the complexity of the subject, the
masses of fresh information and
photographs available, a second volume
dedicated to the small arms was deemed
necessary to complete the overview of the
Belgian Army during the Great War. Once
again the collections of the Royal Military
Museum of Brussels reveal their wealth
and diversity. Much more than a simple
catalogue of weapons used by the Belgian
Army, it is the story of the transformation
of a small army caught in the struggles of
the Great War, its adaptation to
technological and tactical progress.

 BATTLES OF CORONEL AND
THE FALKLANDS 1914

27043 £3.99

Geoffrey Bennett
Softback, 180 pages

Published Price £12.99

A detailed description of the two battles
along with maps showing the disposition
of the ships involved. It gives descriptions
of the ships involved and a very detailed
account of the run up to the battles. The
three admirals concerned are also
discussed. There is an interesting appendix
on the primitive state of naval
communications at the time of the battles.

THE BLOCKADE BUSTERS
Cheating Hitler’s Reich of Vital

War Supplies

27028 £4.99

Ralph Barker
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The story of how George Binney, a 39
year-old civilian working in neutral
Sweden when Norway was overrun by the
Germans in 1940, set about running vital
cargoes of Swedish ball-bearings and
special steels to Britain through the
blockaded Skagerrak, where German air
strength was dominant and where the
Royal Navy dare not trespass. Despite
Admiralty gloom and in the face of
political objections that were overcome by
Binney's persistence, five ships carrying a
year's supply of valuable materials for the
expanding British war industries were
successfully sailed to Britain in January
1941.

 BEWARE RAIDERS!
German Surface Raiders in the

Second World War

26249 £3.99

Bernard Edwards
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

A vivid account of German surface raiders
in WW2 and their effect on allied
merchant shipping. This is the story of two
German surface raiders and the havoc they
caused amongst Allied shipping in World
War II. One was the 8-inch gun cruiser
Admiral Hipper, fast, powerful and Navy-
manned: the other a converted
merchantman, Hansa Line's Kandelfels
armed with a few old 5.9s manned largely
by reservists, and sailing under the nom de
guerre of Pinguin. Contrary to all
expectations, the amateur man-of-war
reaped a rich harvest and went out in a
blaze of glory. Her purpose-built sister, on
the other hand, was hard-pressed even to
make her mark on the war and ended her
days in ignominy.

 BILLY BISHOP VC: THE LONE
WOLF HUNTER

The RAF Ace Re-Examined

20587 £6.99

Peter Kilduff
HB, 192 PP

Published Price £20

Canadian born ‘Billy’ Bishop VC MC
DSO and DFC was the highest scoring
Allied air ace of the First World War, with
72 kills. But Bishop’s ‘lone wolf’ tactics
of flying alone deep behind enemy lines
made his claimed successes difficult to
verify and his record has been dogged by
doubts. In this meticulous analysis of
Bishop’s fighting career, Peter Kilduff,
doyen of WW1 aviation historians,
achieves a balanced view of the brilliant
but controversial flyer.

 BIRMINGHAM PALS
A History Of The Three City

Battalions Raised By Birmingham
In The First World War

The 14th, 15th & 16th (Service)
Battalions of the Royal

Warwickshire Regiment.

25946 £4.99

Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Over 3,000 volunteers from the City of
Birmingham formed these three battalions
and they are listed in the nominal roll.
With 12th Gloucesters they formed 95
Brigade in 32nd Division and went to
France in November 1915. Before a month
had passed they found themselves in 5th
Division.

 BISMARCK
Pride of the German Navy

25056 £19.99

John Asmussen
HB, 368 pp

Published Price £50

The first book to cover all aspects of the
Bismarck through text, photos, maps,
illustrations, technical details and crew
lists .Bismarck and her sister ship Tirpitz
were the largest battleships ever built by
Germany, and two of the largest built by
any European power.
In the course of the warship's eight-month
career Bismarck conducted only one
offensive operation, in May 1941 the ship,
along with the heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen,
was to break into the Atlantic Ocean and
raid Allied shipping from North America
to Great Britain. The two ships were
detected several times off Scandinavia,
and British naval units were deployed to
block their route at the Battle of the
Denmark Strait,

 BLITZKRIEG NO LONGER
The German Wehrmacht in the

Battle 1943

26265 £4.99

Samuel W. Mitcham Jr
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

In Blitzkrieg No Longer, Samuel W.
Mitcham, Jr., offers a riveting glimpse
inside the Third Reich's war machine
during the pivotal year of 1943. The year
began well enough for Hitler and his
armed forces, with the brilliant Erich von
Manstein orchestrating an almost
miraculous regrouping after the disaster at
Stalingrad. The Wehrmacht lived to fight
another day indeed, another two years but
growing Allied strength and experience
combined with German shortages in men
and materiel to stymie Germany's
advances on all fronts.
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 BLOODY RED TABS
General Officer Casualties of the

Great War 1914-1918

25514 £3.99

Frank Davies, Graham Maddocks
Softback, 225 pages

Published Price £14.99

Far from the Blackadder image that senior
officers on the Western Front in the Great
War spent their time in comfort and safety
in chateaux far behind the trenches, this
book reveals that over 200 officers of
Brigadier-General rank and above were
killed or wounded in the conflict. Eye
opening and myth-shattering.

 BREAKING POINT OF THE
FRENCH ARMY

The Nivelle Offensive of 1917

27045 £5.99

David Murphy
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Nivelle Offensive is familiar to many
as one of the truly dreadful blunders of
World War One and this succinct book
takes a thorough look at Nivelle's sudden
promotion within the French army and
how he managed to convince a
government is desperate need of good
news of a plan that he predicted would
lead to the collapse of the German army
on the Western Front. Nivelle's plan is
outlined in a clear fashion as are the
various elements of poor planning that
resulted in it's abject failure within two
days of commencing. David Murphy is
confident of his history and the envisaged
plan and the reasons why it so
spectacularly failed are detailed concisely
and clearly.

 BRITANNIA’S NAVY ON THE
WEST COAST OF AMERICA

1812-1914

26979 £7.99

Barry Gough
Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25

The enthralling story of how the Royal
Navy created, developed and sustained its
Pacific station, which became the largest
in the British Empire during the nineteenth
century. These farsighted actions not only
developed the Esquimalt naval base but
they also secured the settlement of British
Columbia in the face of threats from
Russian territorial expansion.

 BRITAIN’S COLD WAR
FIGHTERS

25901 £7.99

Tim McLelland

Softback 332 pp + plates
Published Price £20

A comprehensive study of the UK's design
and manufacture of its fighter programme,
highly illustrated with many unpublished
photos, interviews and eyewitness
accounts.

 BRITAIN’S FORGOTTEN
FIGHTERS OF THE FIRST

WORLD WAR

25061 £7.99

Paul R. Hare
HB, 224 pp

Published Price £18.99

The story of the British air war on the
western front in the First World War is
dominated by a handful of iconic aircraft:
the Sopwith Camel and Pup and the S.
E.5a. This is the history of the many lesser
known aircraft - and the brave young men
who flew them - who all played their part
in winning the war.

THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER
The Life of Lt. Col. Bernard

William Vaan, V.C., M.C., and Bar,
Croix de Guerre avec palmes

25914 £4.99

Charles Beresford
Hardback 326 pages
Published Price £25

This biography is very well written,
engaging and clear. It is well illustrated
with maps and photographs and draws
upon a wide range of original sources.
Lieutenant Colonel the Rev Bernard
William Vann, VC, MC & Bar, Croix de
Guerre avec palme, was one of only three
Anglican clergymen to command an
infantry battalion on the Western Front in
the Great War and he was the only Church
of England cleric to win the Victoria Cross
as a combatant. His gallantry award of the
Victoria Cross together with the Military
Cross and Bar were the highest recorded
by any individual in The War List of
Cambridge University.He excelled as a
soldier setting a high standard for his men
and his fearlessness was legendary in his
brigade.

 BRITISH AND GERMAN
AIRCRAFT 1943

26019 £6.99

SB  42pp, with partial colour text
2018 N&MP Reprint of 1943

Original Edition

Silhouettes of the most important British
and German aircraft,with particulars of
their functions dimensions and
characteristics, originally published 1943.
Intended as an accurate aircraft spotters
hand book, and used by “Roof Spotters”
and others, gives distinctive features with
points to note printed in red. Originally
published by the military publisher Gale &
Polden, who are well-known for their
Home Guard training manuals.

 BLOOD IN THE FOREST
The End of the Second World War

in the Courland Pocket

26074 £11.99

Vincent Hunt
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

Blood in the Forest tells the brutal story of
the forgotten battles of the final months of
the Second World War. While the eyes of
the world were on Hitler's bunker, more
than half a million men fought six
cataclysmic battles along a front line of
fields and forests in Western Latvia known
as the Courland Pocket.
With eyewitness accounts, detailed maps
and expert contributions alongside rare
newspaper archive, photographs from
private collections and extracts from
diaries translated into English from
Latvian, German and Russian, the author
assembles a ghastly picture of death and
desperation in a tough, uncomfortable
story of a nation both gripped by war and
at war with itself.

 CODE WARS
How “Ultra” and “Magic” Led to

Allied Victory

27049 £5.99

John Jackson
Hardback, 244 pages

Published Price £19.99

This title deals not with the code breakers
of Bletchely Park but with events and how
they were affected as a result of broken
codes It examines how it influenced the
outcome of key battles such as D-Day, El
Alamein, Crete, key naval battles, the
controversy surrounding Churchill and
Coventry, the shadowing of Hitler's V1
pilotless aircraft and the V2 rocket.

THE BRUNEI REVOLT 1962-1963

27046 £5.99

Nicholas van der Bijl
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The story of the short-lived but dangerous
Communist revolt in oil-rich Brunei in
1962. Swiftly suppressed by British
troops, including Gurkhas, the rising led to
a prolonged confrontation with
neighbouring Indonesia. A fascinating
account of a little known conflict.

THE BURGOYNE DIARIES
The First Winter at Ypres with the

Royal Irish Rifles

27047 £5.99

Gerald Achilles Burgoyne
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This brutal book is compiled from the
original diary entries of Gerald Achilles
Burgoyne, an officer in the Royal Irish
Rifles, written while serving in the front
line trenches at Ypres during the Great
War in 1914-1915. Burgoyne is very
outspoken about his personal opinions on
the war effort, and of his men, whom he
openly admits to hitting to instil discipline,
the author probably didn’t envisage these
vivid diaries would be published as a
memoir some 70-years later.

 BUSH WARFARE 1906

26142 £15.00

Lt.-Col. W.G.C. Heneker DSO,
Connaught Rangers

SB  vii+196pp, 517 with 13 plans.
2018 N&MP Reprint of 1907

Original Edition

A most useful tactical primer using several
then (1906) recent military operations in
West Africa, including Ashanti 1895-96
and 1900, Benin 1897, and Aro Expedition
1901-02. Chapters cover Tactics,
Columns, Transport, Artillery and
Machine Guns, Encampments, Night
Operations, Subjugation of a Country, and
Relief of Towns. This is a vivid and lucid
treatise that utilises examples, and lessons
that can be learnt, from actual bush
fighting.

 CANADIAN EXPEDITIONARY
FORCE 1914-1919

The Official History Of The
Canadian Army In The First

World War

26162 £25.00

Colonel GWL Nicholson, CD., Army
Historical Section

xii+621 pp with maps some in
colour 2018 N&MP Reprint of

Original Edition
Published Price £38

This is the best source of information,
allowing a broad insight into the Canadian
military achievements during the Great
war, it is essential to the research of the
CEF effort during the Great War.
Nicholson’s history is first class, well
written and totally authoritative, with
excellent supporting maps. With glossary,
Bibliography,Index, Apps: including lists
of units serving in France and Flanders at
November 1918, notes on the battles
fought, distinguishing flashes of Canadian
units in the field.
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French Revolutionary wars were hostilities between
France and the European powers between 1792 and
1799. It comprises the first seven years of the period of
warfare that was continued through the Napoleonic Wars
until Napoleon’s abdication in 1814.

Monumental cornerstone
work on the Revolutionary/
Napoleonic Army and its
commanders. This is a
thoroughly documented
work of immense
scholarship. It is the treatise
of an experienced and
seasoned military man,
whose criticism of strategy
and tactics is always
intelligent and to the point.
He contributes something
new to the campaigns with
which he deals, even though
his main interest in them is

with the careers of the future Marshals.

The end of 1799 can be taken 
as the dividing point between 
the Revolutionary and Napoleonic
phases of the conflict since in that
year the consulate of Napoleon
Bonaparte was established.

Colonel Phipp’s 
ARMIES OF THE FIRST FRENCH REPUBLIC

AND THE RISE OF THE MARSHALS OF NAPOLEON I
THE FULL FIVE-VOLUME SET

ARMIES OF THE FIRST FRENCH REPUBLIC

VOLUME I: 
The Armee du Nord
Order No: 26059.   
Published price £18.00 N&MP price £12.00
SB. xxii + 362pp

VOLUME II: 
The Armees de la Moselle, du Rhin, de
Sambre-et-Meuse, de Rhin-et-Moselle
Order No: 26060.   
Published price £18.00 N&MP price £12.00
SB. xvi + 455pp

VOLUME III: 
The Armies in the West, 1793 to 1797;
The Armies in the South, 1792 to
March 1796
Order No: 26061.   
Published price £18.00 N&MP price £12.00
SB. xvi + 286pp

VOLUME IV: 
The Army of Italy 1796 to 1797; Paris
and the Army of the Interior 1792 to
1797; The Coup d’Etat of Fructidor,
September 1797
Order No: 26062.   
Published price £18.00 N&MP price £12.00
SB. xii + 325pp

VOLUME V: 
The Armies on the Rhine, in
Switzerland, Holland, Italy, Egypt, & the
Coup d’Etat of Brumaire 1797-1799
Order No: 26063.   
Published price £18.00 N&MP price £12.00
SB. x + 479pp

The full and detailed
contents of each volume 

can be found on the Naval
& Military press website.
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 CHEKA
The History, Organization, and
Awards of the Russian Secret

Police and Intelligence Services
1917 to 2017: 100 Years

26323 £100.00

CDR. Robert S. Pandis, USNR (Ret)
Hardback, 422 pages Colour

Illustrations throughout

With completely new information in
English this excellent new title gives the
collector of Soviet badges and ephemera
much needed information that is
augmented by first class modern colour
photography. The Cheka and NKVD
gradually evolved into the KGB and
MVD. Collectively, these agencies
enabled the Soviet structure to remain in
place as long as it did, and longer than it
might have otherwise.

 DANISH VOLUNTEERS OF THE
WAFFEN SS

Freikorps Danmark 1941-43

27147 £28.00

Jens Pank Bjerregaard
Hardback, 320pages

Danish Volunteers of the Waffen-SS tells
the story of Freikorps Danmark in pictures
from 1941-1943. Freikorps Danmark was
established as a Danish corps to fight
communism and, from its beginning, was
controlled from Denmark, being placed
under the control of the SS-Division
Totenkopf and 1. SS-Brigade during its
service on the Eastern Front. It was a
relatively small formation, which almost
entirely consisted of Danish volunteers;
during their time on the Eastern Front,
they suffered heavy casualties. In 1943,
the High Command of the Waffen-SS
decided to disband Freikorps Danmark and
the personnel had to transfer to a new
German division, which was directly
controlled by the Waffen-SS. The source
material for this book has been gathered
from the photo collections of former
members of the unit and includes a large
number of previously unpublished images.

THE CHESHIRE BANTAMS
15th, 16th and 17th Battalions of

the Cheshire Regiment

27104 £5.99

Stephen McGreal
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Concentrating on a little known, but
unique Great War organisation, this is a
major study of 'The Bantams'. Raised in
Birkenhead in 1914, the Bantams were
unique as the average height of the
volunteers was a mere five foot. Despite
their lack of stature, they fought with
honour on the Somme before being
decimated. McGreal explains well how the
battalions began to lose their bantam
nature, as drafts were not of the same ilk
as the original volunteers and once
conscription came in, the official bantam
status was dropped. It goes without saying
that his coverage of movements and
actions in France is exemplary. There are
many stories of individuals and acts of
gallantry, too, which is rounded off in a
comprehensive listing of awards, which
includes citations where they could be
found. The book also includes a roll of
honour.

 CHITRAL 1895
An Episode of the Great Game

25677 £9.99

Mark Simner
Hardback, 192 pp + Plates and maps

Published Price £25

A very welcome new account of the
famous siege of the fort at Chtiral in 1895,
where a small Indian Army garrison,
commanded by Surgeon-Major Sir George
Scott Robertson and Captain Charles Vere
Ferrers Townshend, was besieged by a
joint Chitrali and Pathan army. Despite the
odds being heavily stacked against them,
Robertson’s beleaguered little garrison
held out for forty-eight days until a relief
expedition was able to fight its way
through to the rescue. The siege and
subsequent relief is a story of valour and
sheer determination in the face of a
stubborn adversary and extreme weather
conditions, all played out on the often-
mountainous terrain of the north-western
border of British India.

 COLD WAR WARRIORS
Story of the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Royal Regiment (Berkshire and

Wiltshire)

27020 £7.99

David Stone
Hardback, 445 pages
Published Price £25

Cold War Warriors is the official history
of the Duke of Edinburgh''s Royal
Regiment, from its formation in 1959 until
1994, when it became the Royal
Gloucestershire, Berkshire and Wiltshire
Regiment,’ Special emphasis and
extensive coverage is given to the 1st
Battalion's operational activities and to the
Northern Ireland campaign in particular.

A CHRONOLOGY OF ANCIENT
GREECE

25961 £3.99

Timothy Venning
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This book offers a coherent narrative of
the politico-military history of ancient
Greece. It commences with the necessarily
approximate course of events in Bronze
and early Iron Age, as estimated by the
most reliable scholarship plus the
legendary accounts of this period. From
the Persian Wars onwards, a year-by-year
chronology is constructed from the ancient
historical sources. Where possible a day-
by-day narrative is given.

 CHURCHILL’S GREATEST
FEAR

The Battle of the Atlantic 3rd
September 1939 to 7th May 1945

27048 £7.99

Richard Doherty, Colin Doherty
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

This is a modern one-volume history of
the Battle of the Atlantic. Doherty’s well
researched work covers all the major
aspects of The Battle, balancing the initial
advantages of Admiral Doenitz's U-Boat
force, the introduction of the convoy
system, the role of the opposing surface
fleets and air forces, relative strengths and
the all important technical developments.
The text is supported by a good selection
of maps, photographs and other
illustrations, and a comprehensive
bibliography.

 CHURCHILL’S SECRET WAR
WITH LENIN

British and Commonwealth
Military Intervention in the
Russian Civil War, 1918-20

26068 £11.99

Damien Wright
A heavyweight hardback with 576

well typeset pages, 203 B&W
photographs, 8 maps and 7

tabulated lists
Published Price £29.95

During a visit to Washington in 1954,
Winston Churchill said, “If I had been
properly supported in 1919, I think we
might have strangled Bolshevism in its
cradle, but everybody turned up their
hands and said, 'How shocking!' "
Five years later during a stop in
Hollywood, California, Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev told a perplexed
audience, “We remember the grim days
when American soldiers went to our soil
headed by their generals to.... combat the
new revolution. All the capitalist countries
of Europe and America marched on our
country to strangle our new revolution.
Never have any of our soldiers been on
American soil, but your soldiers were on
Russian soil.”
Both men were referring to the already
forgotten - and still obscure - Allied
military intervention that is the subject of
Damien Wright's book, "Churchill's Secret
War with Lenin".

 CONSTANTIUS  II: USURPERS,
EUNUCHS AND THE

ANTICHRIST

27050 £6.99

Peter Crawford
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An interesting and original biography of
Constantius II, the son of Constantine the
Great and predecessor of Julian. In this
well-researched book, the author shows to
what extent Constantius’ reign have been
eclipsed by his much better-known kin. He
also claims that his achievements have
been underplayed or denied, mainly by,
Ammianus Marcellinus, Julian and by the
Christian Church after his death.
Constantius deserves to be remembered as
a very capable ruler in dangerous,
tumultuous times.

 CULLODEN
Scotland's Last Battle and the
Forging of the British Empire

26893 £7.99

Trevor Royle
Hardback 409 pages  + plates

Published Price £25

This title covers the 1745 Jacobite
rebellion and subsequently the British
army's campaigns in the Seven Years War.
The author introduces some new factual
sources and provides an detailed
examination of Culloden. He also explores
the 'Cumberland’s Ring' of officers who
the enjoyed the patronage of the Duke of
Cumberland and who went on to enjoy
solid and in some cases spectacular careers
in the British Army.

 FAR DISTANT SHIPS
The Blockade of Brest 1793-1815

26853 £9.99

Quintin Barry
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25

Drawing on the official and personal
correspondence of those involved, this
book traces the development of British
naval strategy, as well as describing the
crucial encounters between the rival fleets
and the single ship actions which provided
the press with a constant flow of news
stories for its readers.

 FIGHTING IN NORMANDY
The German Army from D-Day to

Villers-Bocage

27007 £3.99

Heinz Guderian, Fritz Kramer
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £12.99

A collection of German officer
interrogation reports compiled after the
war. They cover German attempts to stem
the invasion, dramatic defensive battles in
the Norman countryside and attempts to
implement a series of counterattacks.

 CONVOY SC122 AND HX229
Climax of the Battle of the Atlantis,

March 1943

27115 £3.99

Martin Middlebrook
Hardback, 352 pages

Published Price £14.99

In just 20 days in March 1943, the U-boat
Wolf Packs sunk almost 100 merchant
ships - threatening to cut Britain’s vital
Atlantic lifeline. The climax came when
two convoys set out from New York, and
Admiral Donitz deployed 42 U-boats to
ambush them. Nearly 30 ships and seven
U-boats were lost in the ensuing battle
which in r retrospect can be seen as the
climax of the Battle of the Atlantic. This
book tells the enthralling and
heartbreaking story of one of the Second
World War’s crucial turning points.

 DAYS OF BATTLE.
ARMOURED OPERATIONS

NORTH OF THE RIVER
DANUBE, HUNGARY 1944-45

25162 £8.99

Dr Norbert Számvéber
Hardback 288 with 24 colour maps

Published Price £35

The author, chief of Hungary’s military
archives, has based his research firmly on
files and documentation from German,
Hungarian and Soviet sources. The book’s
authoritative text is supported by
specially-commissioned colour battle
maps. This is a very important study that
throws much-needed light on armoured
warfare on the Eastern Front during the
final months of the war.

THE FLAK BADGES OF THE
LUFTWAFFE

12778 £85.00

Marc Garlasco
HB 430 pp 800 pictures many in

colour

The definitive work, by Marc Garlasco,
about these two badges, including the
history, documents, cases and over 50
known variants.

 DAWN OF THE HORSE
WARRIORS

Chariot and Cavalry Warfare, 3000
-600 BC

27051 £5.99

Duncan Noble
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

In this interesting book we can learn a
great deal about chariot warfare and the
beginnings of cavalry. As well as narrating
the rise of the mounted arm through
campaigns and battles, Noble draws on all
his vast experience as a horseman and
experimental archaeologist to discuss with
great authority the development of
horsemanship, horse management and
training and the significant developments
in horse harness and saddles.
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 DEATH BEFORE GLORY
The British Soldier in the West

Indies in the French Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars 1793-1815

27052 £8.99

Martin Howard
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This excellent book specifically examines
the experiences of the British soldier
fighting in the West Indies from the
beginning of Britain’s involvement in the
French Revolutionary Wars to the final
defeat of Napoleon in 1815. The book
itself is split into three sections, the first of
which briefly examines the opposing
armies. The second section considers the
actual campaigns themselves in detail,
which took place in and around the West
Indies almost continuously throughout the
wars. Finally, the author concludes his
work with a number of chapters that
closely examine the personal experiences
of those who fought in the campaigns.

 DEFENDING THE REICH

10689 £75.00

David Littlejohn
680pp, 1573

photographs/illustrations, (many in
colour), deluxe binding

In this work the author gives a history of
the air war, year by year, and then
introduces the reader to the active ground
defenses...Flak, radar, searchlights, etc.
The picture is completed with his coverage
of Germany’s civil defence structure
which included the Luftschutz, TeNo,
Police and Fire Services, Werkfeuerwehr,
Luftschutzpolizei, Fire Services (Youth),
etc.

 DEFIANCE !
Withstanding the Kaiserschlacht

27053 £5.99

G. H. F. Nichols
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

George Nichols was an artillery officer
serving with the 82nd Brigade, Royal
Field Artillery. He was wounded in 1917,
and returned to the guns in March 1918,
just in time to experience the fury of the
Kaiserschlacht, the great German
offensive designed to knock the British
army out of the war. Nichols wrote a
powerful account of the Kaiser's last great
offensive battle from inside the eye of the
storm, and it is one of the few primary
source accounts which are told from the
often overlooked perspective of the British
artillerymen.
 DEMOLITION TANKS AT WAR

26369 £38.99

Waldemar Trojca, Markus Jaugitz
Hardback, 320 pages, black and
white, and colour illustrations.

English/German Text.

A large photographic album with good
captions detailing the demolition carriers
and mine-clearing vehicles of WW2
Germany,in action both on the Russian
and European fronts. There are hundreds
of great shots of the remote-controlled,
command and control vehicles, this an
absolute must for the  armour enthusiast.

 DOCTORS IN THE GREAT
WAR

27054 £4.99

Ian R. Whitehead
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £14.99

A substantial work of considerable
importance to our understanding of the
Great War, centred on the Royal Army
Medical Corps and The Western Front. By
July 1915 a quarter of British doctors had
joined up, one tenth having done so in the
opening months of the war. The BMA
acted as a channel for transmitting army
requirements, persuading any sceptics of
the validity of military needs, out-and-out
mobilisation of the profession was feared
as a possible first step to a post-war
salaried service. Failure to enrol for the
RAMC incurred liability for compulsory
combatant service, although appeals were
allowed.

 DOUGLAS HAIG AS I KNEW
HIM

27055

George S. Duncan
Hardback, 144 pages

Published Price £19.99

A biography of Sir Douglas Haig by Rev
George Duncan, the Scottish academic
who became his "unofficial" chaplain from
1916 to the end of the Great War.
Unsurprisingly, in view of their close
personal relationship, it falls into the
highly supportive category, compared with
many of the highly critical accounts
published. This personal memoir is
therefore designed to redress the balance.

 DURHAM PALS
18th, 19th AND 22nd Battalions of
the Durham Light Infantry in the

Great War

27056 £5.99

John Sheen
Softback, 368 pages

Published Price £19.99

A well written history of three battalions
of the Durham Light Infantry raised in the
Country during the Great War. The 18th
(Pals) were the first troops of Kitchener's
new army to come under fire, when the
Germans bombarded Hartlepool in
December 1914, in action on 1 July 1916
when they supported the Leeds and
Bradford Pals, and in the advance in
Flanders in the latter months of 1918.

 DUTY NOBLY DONE
The South Wales Borderers at

Gallipoli 1915

26170 £11.99

Rodney Ashwood
Hardback, 336

Published Price £29.95

Meticulously researched and written, this
is a clever weave of official records and
personal anecdotes giving an account of
the South Wales Borderers during the
Gallipoli campaign 1915. The 2nd
Battalion the South Wales Borderers was
present throughout the whole campaign
and was the only Welsh battalion to take
part in the amphibious assault on 25 April.
The 4th Battalion landed at Gallipoli a few
months later, to take part in the second
main offensive, at Suvla Bay in August.
Both battalions of this famous Welsh
regiment were amongst the last soldiers to
leave the peninsula during the final
evacuation in January 1916.

 DVD ASSAULT ON
NORMANDY
6th Airborne

25557 £3.99

Battlefield History TV
Running Time: 90 mins
Published Price £16.99

Expert authors and battlefield guides
explain the action on the ground where it
happened. These locations include the epic
attacks on Pegasus Bridge by the
gliderborne infantry of John Howard's
company of Ox & Bucks Light Infantry
and Colonel Terrence Otway's 9 Para were
to take the Merville Battery, whose guns
were thought to dominate Sword Beach.

 DVD ISANDLWANA ZULU
BATTLEFIELD

25558 £3.99

F R Lock & Peter Quantrill
Running Time: 60 mins
Published Price £14.99

Whilst Chelmsford and his redcoats
trudged vainly in pursuit of a Will-o-the
Wisp enemy, the Zulu army, 20,000 strong
fell upon the unsuspecting camp at
Isandlwana. The outcome of the bloody
battle that followed, and the Zulu pursuit
of the British survivors, has been rated as
one of the worst disasters ever inflected on
a British army.

 DVD LE CATEAU 1914

25247 £3.99

Battlefield History
DVD. 85 minute running time.

Published Price £16.99

After their first encounter with the hugely
numerically superior German First Army
at Mons, the British II Corps under Sir
Horace Smith-Dorrien stood once again
around the town of Le Cateau to stop their
retreat becoming a rout. This DVD tells
the heroic story of the battle, and the
retreat that followed it, as the BEF battled
their way back towards Paris with the
enemy always hot on their blistered heels

 DVD MONS 1914

25249 £3.99

Battlefield History
DVD. 90 minute running time.

Published Price £16.99

A comprehensible portrait on DVD of the
complex Battle of Mons, the first
engagement of the BEF in the Great War.

 DVD NERY AND THE
RETREAT FROM MONS

25556 £3.99

Battlefield History TV
Running Time: 80 mins
Published Price £16.99

The BHTV team of historians and
battlefield guides take us to the scene of
some sharp rear guard actions fought
during the Retreat from Mons including
the great cavalry actions at Cerizy and
Nery, where the mounted British soldier
established domination of his German
counterpart. As they travel the highways
and byways of France they analyze the
decisions made by the commanders in that
fog of war that together spelt the end of
the Schlieffen Plan and set conditions for
the 'miracle of the Marne'

THE DVD PENINSULAR
COLLECTION

95th Rifles - 1812 to the Pyrenees

25555 £3.99

Battlefield History TV
Running Time: 95 mins
Published Price £16.99

In the final part of the trilogy of films
charting the history of the 95th Rifles we
follow the green clad soldiers armed with
their Baker Rifles from the baking plains
of Central Spain, across the misty
Pyrenees Mountains into France its self.
The film and the series ends with the
demise of Napoleon at Waterloo and the
Rifleman having earned a permanent place
in the British Army’s order of battle.

 DVD WALKING THE
WESTERN FRONT 1914
The BEF and the Retreat

25554 £3.99

Ed Skelding & Nigel Cave
Running Time: 80min

Published Price £16.99

Following the analysis of the opening
British battle of the First World War
around the Belgian town of Mons, the
Walking the Western Front series now
follows the line of the British retreat south,
as it reached the French provincial town of
Le Cateau. The battle fought on 26 August
1914, just three days after the opening
engagement would, like Mons, be a short,
costly, yet decisive affair for the British.

 DVD: 95TH RIFLES: 1809 to
SALAMANCA

25250 £3.99

Battlefield History
DVD. 90 minute running time.

Published Price £16.99

The second DVD in the 95th Rifles
trilogy, this recounts the History of the
sharpshooting unit as it battles its way
back from the retreat to Corunna to the
great victory at Salamanca. Filmed on the
location of the original battlefields, this is
a must for all Peninsular War fans.

 EARLY ROMAN WARFARE
From the Regal Period to the First

Punic War

26963 £6.99

Jeremy Armstrong
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

An accomplished overview and
introduction to early Roman warfare from
the period of the Kings foundation of
Rome up to the eve of the First Punic War
that saw Rome emerge as a major power
beyond the Italian peninsula.
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THE EMPEROR COMMODUS
God and Gladiator

27057 £7.99

John S. McHugh
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

A well written and well researched
biography. Commodus is synonymous
with debauchery and megalomania, best
remembered for fighting as a gladiator.
Ridiculed and maligned by historians since
his own time, modern popular culture
knows him as the patricidal villain in
Ridley Scott's Gladiator. Much of his
infamy is clearly based on fact, but is this
the full story? John McHugh reviews the
ancient evidence to present the first full-
length biography of Commodus in
English.

 ENGLISH ELECTRIC
CANABERRA

The History and Development of a
Classic Jet

26989 £5.99

Bruce Barrymore Halpenny
Softback, 208 pages

Published Price £16.99

This technical book looks at the
development of the aircraft during the
early days of jet power and especially at
its Rolls-Royce Avon power-plant. It was
Britain's first jet bomber. Each of the
many marks and variants are described
and illustrated by many remarkable and
rare photographs. The type's record of
service with RAF squadrons throughout its
service life is given together with
descriptions of the many experimental
models that were used in the development
of a variety of weapons and avionic
systems.

 EYEWITNESS IN THE CRIMEA
The Crimean War Letters of
Lieutenant Colonel George

Frederick Dallas

25994 £2.00

Michael Hargreave Mawson
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

Through these letters we relive the terrible
perils of combat and siege warfare: the
author s almost miraculous escape from
serious injury, whilst continually
witnessing his comrades slaughter; the
monotony of being entrenched in
Sebastopol; the utter confusion
surrounding instructions to attack; the
mistakes at Inkermann and the Redan; the
wearying cold.Supplemented by the editor
s excellent footnotes and detailed
biographical index, this is a revealing and
intimate history of all those involved in the
Crimean War.

 EYEWITNESS ON THE SOMME
1916

26182 £6.99

Matthew Richardson
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is a soldiers account of the Battle that
started in July 1916 and lasted until the
November of that year. The narrative
features the recollections of British,
Commonwealth, French and American
soldiers, and interweaves their testimony
with descriptions left by their German
adversaries. For the first time the reader
has the opportunity to explore all facets of
this momentous five-month-long struggle.
An excellent book that brings long lost
voices back to life.

THE FATEFUL BATTLE LINE
The Great War Journals and

Sketches of Captain Henry Ogle
MC

26277 £3.99

Michael Glover
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

The diaries of front-line soldiers of the
Great War are relatively commonplace;
contemporary drawings and paintings,
other than those by the official war artists,
are less so. What is extraordinary about
The Fateful Battle Line is that it combines
a journal of infantry service on the
Western Front with sketches and finished
work made at the time, often illustrating
places, people and incident from the text.
Henry Ogle was a trained artist, and one
who, in his writing, fused the vividness of
the painter's eye for detail with a writer's
precision and awareness. Commissioned
from the ranks, twice wounded, his
gallantry rewarded with the Military
Cross.

THE FIRST COMMANDO
GENERAL

The Life of Major General Sir
Robert Laycock KCM, CB, DSO

26967 £6.99

Richard Mead
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This well balanced biography is to a large
part, the history of the Army Commandos
during the war. Laycock was involved in
the beginning with the raising of the first
commando units, rising to Head of
Combined Operations by 1945. The author
has woven with the political and military
strategic issues around the deployment,
and development, of the commandos, with
the personal life of Laycock and the more
tactical side of the operations. The level of
research is excellent, with the book based
upon interviews with relevant people,
primary and secondary research.

 FIGHTING FOR NAPOLEON
French Soldier’s Letters 1799-1815

27059 £4.99

Bernard Wilkin, Rene Wilkin
Hardback, 184 pages

Published Price £19.99

This title offers the English-speaking
audience a French view of a conflict which
is too often limited to the traditional
memoirs of Captain Coignet, Colonel
Marbot or Sergeant Bourgogne. This work
takes us into the daily life of the Grande
Armee, with its suffering and the atrocities
committed. Unlike diaries and memoirs
written by officers, they captured the real
experience of the common soldier. The
authors have compiled a very valuable
work.

 FIGHTING THE BOMBERS
The Luftwaffe’s Struggle Against

the Allied Bomber Offensive

26974 £3.99

J. Kammhuber, A. Galland et all
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Fighting the Bombers' is a series of
articles written by Germans officers within
at most two years of the end of the war in
1945, which focus on the Luftwaffe's war
with RAF Bomber Command as it
conducted its strategic night bombing
offensive against Germany. Some articles
are historical essays and others are
answers to specific questions set to them
by their British or American interrogators.

 GLOSTER JAVELIN
An Operational History

26992 £6.99

Michael John W. Napier
Hardback, 263 pages
Published Price £25

Well researched and illustrated record of
the delta-winged Gloster Javelin in RAF
service. As an operational insight into
Javelin operations on the Cold War front
line it is comprehensive and very readable.
All fans of fifties and sixties jet fighters
will thoroughly enjoy this book.

 FIGHTING THE BREAKOUT
The German Army in Normandy

from Cobra to the Falaise Gap

27008 £3.99

Freiherr von Luttwitz, Freiherr von
Beyerlein

Softback, 256 pages
Published Price £12.99

A collection of German officer
interrogation reports compiled after the
war. These reports, written from the
German perspective, describe the
Wehrmacht situation on 25 July 1944, the
eve of the American breakout from
Normandy during Operation Cobra and
then proceed, chronologically through the
German counterattack at Avranches, the
Battle of Falaise and the 2nd Panzer
Division attack on Alencon. The reports
are extremely informative and interesting.

 FIRST IN
The Airborne Pathfinders: A

History of the 21st Independent
Parachute Company, 1942-1946

27009 £5.99

Ron Kent
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

They were volunteers to a man. These
were the airborne troops who dropped into
enemy territory ahead of any others,
pinpointing the Drop Zone by means of a
radio marker. They would then prepare the
ground for the main forces that would
follow. Once they had marked out the
Drop Zones, they then had to defend them,
whatever the odds.
 ENDURING THE WHIRLWIND
The German Army and the Russo-

German War 1941-1943

25906 £11.99

Gregory Liedtke
Hardback, 248 pages with 14 maps

Published Price £29.95

This is an excellent work that presents a
question and then answers it in a thorough
and understandable manner. The question
being "Did the German war effort in the
East fail due to the numerical inferiority of
German forces and an inability to replace
losses. Liedtke's answer is an emphatic no.
He very carefully makes the case that an
examination of the existing data shows
that Germany was able to fully replace it's
manpower and material losses both after
the failure of Barbarossa and once again
after the failure of Case Blue. The data is
well presented and the documentation of
sources is first rate.

 FIXER AND FIGHTER
The Life of Hubert de Burgh, Earl

of Kent 1170-1243

27060 £4.99

Brian Harwood
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent in 1216-17,
twice successfully defended Dover Castle
against Prince Louis of France. In August
1217 he struck the final blow against the
French invasion, which still held London,
when he defeated a powerful fleet carrying
French reinforcements at the naval Battle
of Sandwich. Incredibly, this is the first
full-length biography of this remarkable
man.

THE FLATPACK BOMBERS
The Royal Navy and the Zeppelin

Menace

25233 £2.99

Ian Gardiner
Softback, 163 pages

Published Price £12.99

The Flatpack Bombers recounts the birth
of aerial bombing and Naval aviation on
the outbreak of the Great War. First
conceived by Winston Churchill as First
Lord of the Admiralty, the original idea
was to hit Zeppelins on the ground, but
they became the forerunner of all bomber
raids and aircraft carrier strikes since.

 WIMPY
A Detailed Illustrated History of

the Vickers Wellington in Service,
1938-1953

25842 £6.99

Steve Bond
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is one of the best works on this
reliable and much loved machine, it makes
a for comprehensive record of the
Wellington and is well-illustrated by a
wealth of excellent photographs.
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Sir Charles Oman’s
ATLAS OF THE

PENINSULAR WAR

A compendium of all 98 colour
maps and plans (plus 7 in black and

white) from Sir Charles Oman’s
History of the Peninsular War. The

maps are in chronological order and
include the famous such as “Ciudad

Rodrigo” and “Badajoz”, and the 
not so famous such as “Battle of
Espinosa, November 11, 1808”.

The maps are full size and faithful
to the original cartography in all
respects, allowing the reader to
follow the War and its battles,

campaigns and skirmishes, as the
fighting and its various phases

developed month by month, and
year by year. This is a very

impressive map collection that
should be part of every serious
Napoleonic scholar’s collection.

Order No: 20674  £12.99

SIR JOHN
FORTESCUE’S ATLAS

A complete collection of the 374
valuable colour maps, extracted

from Sir John Fortescue’s
celebrated History of the British

Army. This is a work that to 
this day remains the greatest

masterpiece in the field of military
history/cartography, and is still
featured on the required reading 

list of all students of history.
The maps are faithful to the

originals in all respects, allowing
the reader to follow the British

Army’s wars and battles, campaigns
and skirmishes during a 

500-year period.

Order No: 25695. £25.00

VON SCHLIEFFEN’S
“CANNAE” ATLAS

The full assembly of all 101 tactical
colour maps, from Count Alfred
Von Schlieffen’s masterly treatise

“CANNAE”.
The maps are in chronological

order and include much important
and useful information, including

advances, retreats, movements 
and engagements as various 
phases of battle developed.

All maps are full size and faithful 
to the original cartography in all
respects. This is a very impressive
collection of maps that cover the

battle of Cannae, the campaigns of
Frederick the Great, and Napoleon,

and the campaigns of 1866 and
1870–1. It should form part of
every serious military scholar’s

collection.

Order No: 26149. £15.00

published by the naval & Military press
full colour military atlases 

The full inventory of maps
and plans included in these
three atlases can be found

on the Naval & Military
Press website
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 FORTS AND FORTIFICATION
OF EUROPE 1815-1945: THE

CENTRAL STATES
Germany, Austria-Hungary and

Czechoslovakia

27096 £7.99

J. E. Kaufmann, H. W. Kaufmann
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Massively detailed and deeply researched
history. The strategic thinking that gave
rise to these defensive schemes is
described in detail in this study, as is the
planning, design and construction of the
lines themselves. Their operational history
in wartime, in particular during the Second
World War, is a key element of the
account.

 FORTS AND FORTIFICATIONS.
OF EUROPE 1815-1945 : THE

NEUTRAL STATES

27061 £7.99

J. E. Kaufmann
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

A very good overview of the manner in
which the neutral states tried to defend
their neutrality. The book is much more
than only a technical description of the
fortifications in the Netherlands, Belgium
and Switzerland. The context of the
fortifications is described in a broad
perspective as an outcome of politics,
economy and strategy.

 IMAGES OF WAR:
LUFTWAFFE BOMBERS IN THE

BATTLE OF BRITAIN

26234 £3.99

Andy Saunders
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

Luftwaffe Bombers in the Battle of Britain
contains some 140-150 images of German
bomber aircraft during the summer of
1940. The images cover the entirety of the
battle and depict losses across Britain
during this period.

 FRENCH TANKS OF THE
GREAT WAR

Development, Tactics and
Operations

26210 £6.99

Dr Tim Gale
A 260 page + plates hardback

volume
Published Price £25

This is the first time an English reading
audience has an in-depth account of
French World War I tank history. While
the British beat the French in introducing
the first tanks to the battlefield, the
importance of the French contribution to
early tank development, both technical and
doctrinal, should not be forgotten. In terms
of technical achievements, the French FT
-17 is likely the most important tank
design of the war, heralding the transition
from sponson carrying armoured boxes to
the more modern turreted tank concept.
This is an excellent and well documented
history.

 GALLIPOLI
The Ottoman Campaign

27062 £4.99

Edward J. Erickson
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £14.99

Many modern and contemporary military
analysts assert that the Gallipoli] campaign
was ill-fated from the start. In this crisply
drafted monograph. Ed Erickson helps us
understand why.This book is a must for
every reader with an interest in Gallipoli in
order to see how the Ottoman Fifth Army
fought a successful and prolonged
campaign against an enemy with far
greater resources.

THE GERMAN ARTILLERY
FROM 1871 TO 1914

Uniforms and Personal Equipment

25290 £95.00

Ulrich Herr, Jens Nguyen
HB, 528 pages with 1500 colour

colour photographs, contemporary
B/W photographs and illustrations

At the end of the 19th century the artillery,
like almost no other branch of service,
experienced rapid development. With the
formation of the German Empire in 1871,
unprecedented inventions and the
consistent utilisation of developments in
weapons technology such as smokeless
powder, brisant shells and recoiling
cannon made it clear that in the next large
war heavy weapons would play a decisive
role. In 1914 that time had come.

 GERMAN PANZERS AND
ALLIED ARMOUR IN

YUGOSLAVIA IN WORLD WAR
TWO

German Wehrmacht, Waffen SS,
Polizei and Italian Army, Soviet
Army, British Army and Local

Fighting Groups

25893 £19.99

Jochen Vollert
Harback 200 pages, illustrated

with 358 black-and-white
photographs

Published Price £34.99

When the Yugoslavia theatre of operations
in 1941-45 is mentioned, the first
description that comes to mind is
Bandenkampf (anti-Partisan warfare). And
truly, more than any other theatre, fighting
in the Balkans was among the most
irregular and bloody of the whole of
World War Two. This publication aims to
close a vital gap in documentation of this
campaign by providing the first
comprehensive account of armoured
vehicles and their respective units
deployed there.This book is a truly unique
and outstanding compilation of armoured
military vehicle rarities, curiosities and
oddities!

 GERMAN PARATROOPERS
Uniforms and Equipment 1936

-1945  Volume I: Uniforms

24532 £80.00

Karl Veltzé
Hardback, Full EnglishText 368

Pages

Volume I: of a comprehensive 3 Volume
set.
Uniforms.
Chapter I: The Blue-Grey Uniform
 Chapter II: Jump Smocks
Chapter III: Paratroopers Trousers
Chapter IV: Footwear
Chapter V: Tropical and Winter Clothing
Chapter VI: Special Clothing
Chapter VII: Non-Standard Clothing

 GERMAN PARATROOPERS
Volume II: Helmets, Equipment

and Weapons

25292 £80.00

Karl Veltzé
Hardback 368 pages Full

EnglishText

This volume follows the development of
the many pieces of equipment used by the
German paratroopers from the early days
to the last days of the Third Reich,
describing in great detail the
characteristics of the various models. With
132 pages dedicated to helmets, 54 to
special para equipment, 40 normal
equipment, 52 on weapons, 40 on
parachutes and, finally, another 32 on drop
containers.
45 helmets, uncovered incl. all 3
models;11 helmet covers;11 helmets with
wire camo etc;7 gas mask bags;4 hand
grenade bags;17 bandos;both FG 42
bandos;para medics’ pouches incl. rare
blue one; all 4 patterns of parachutes, incl.
some modern packing of chutes

 IN THE SHADOW OF BOIS
HUGO

The 8th Lincolns at the Battle of
Loos

26171 £6.99

Nigel Atter, Peter Simkins
Softback, 144 pages,10 maps in
colour, Illustrated throughout.

Published Price £16.99

Nigel Atter has produced a thorough and
rather eye-opening account of the
battalion’s experience at Loos in 1915.
British historiography hasn’t been kind to
the reserves who fought at Loos -
claiming, at worst: 'They bolted!' and, at
best, they were tired out by a forced
march... hungry and wet through. The
reality is at least one company stood and
fought until almost completely out of
ammunition, with all their officers dead or
seriously wounded; surrounded by
Germans with machine guns, the surviving
Lincolns were captured.

 GERMAN PARATROOPERS
Volume III

Uniforms and Equipment 1936
-1945

27162 £80.00

Karl Veltze
Hardback, 368 pages

This book concludes the three-volume
series covering World War II-era German
paratroopers and their uniforms and
equipment. This time, the contents cover
those topics not included in the previous
volumes.

THE  GERMAN PIONEERS
Technical Troops and Train from

1871 to 1914: Uniforms and
Equipment

26119 £95.00

Ulrich Herr, Jens Nguyen
Hardback, 512 pages, Illustrated

This book follows volumes on the
generals, war ministries and general staffs,
and on the infantry, cavalry and artillery,
in the series covering the uniforms and
equipment of the German Army from
1871 to 1914. Contemporary photographs
and numerous items of uniform illustrate
the equipment of the pioneers, technical
troops and train that are the subject of this
book.
The 450 items shown are from various
private and public collections, including
the Bayerisches Armeemuseum in
Ingolstadt, the Militärhistorisches Museum
der Bundeswehr in Dresden and the
Wehrgeschichtliches Museum in Rastatt.

 HOWARD HUGHES AND THE
SPRUCE GOOSE

The Story of the H-K1 Hercules

26993 £5.99

Graham M. Simons
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the story of the Hughes HK-1
‘Hercules’ flying boat, born of the brain of
the reclusive eccentric, but award-
winning, record-breaking aviator, and
brilliant engineer Howard Hughes.The
book is well illustrated with photographs
tracking the project, there is enough detail
here for the building of a very credible
scale model. A very full bibliography
completes this excellent aviation title.
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THE GLIDER PILOT BADGE

12780 £55.00

Stijn David
HB 139 pp  photographs many in

colour

The very first and ultimate book about this
very rare badge and the men who earned
it. All of the currently known varieties of
the badge itself illustrated and described in
clear detail.

 GOD’S GENERALS
The Military Lives of Moses, the

Buddha and Muhammad

27063 £4.99

Professor Richard A. Gabriel
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

Dr. Gabriel has used his military
experience to reinterpret past religious
leaders as military leaders. In doing so he
reinterprets religious texts and history to
paint a much different picture than is
generally understood. This thought
provoking book explores the military lives
of Moses, the Buddha and Muhammad,
and the role their war experiences played
in their religious lives.

 GODOY’S ARMY
Spanish Regiments and Uniforms
from the Estado Militar of 1800

26855 £9.99

Alan Perry, Charles Esdaile
Softback, 120 pages
Published Price £25

Based on an extremely rare illustrated
version of the Spanish Army’s order of
battle as it existed in the year 1800, this
work cannot but form a most unusual
addition to the collection of anyone
interested in military uniforms (or, more
specifically, the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic era). Almost every regiment of
the Spanish Army is represented -
including such extraordinary units as the
Royal Corps of Cosmographic Engineers -
while the beautiful full-page, hand-
coloured engravings of the originals have
been supplemented by a transcript of the
details.

 GREAT BATTLES OF THE
GREEK CLASSICAL WORLD

27064 £5.99

Owen Rees
Hardback, 284 pages

Published Price £19.99

An excellent and highly recommended
overview and introduction that is much
more than a compilation and collection of
Greek battles and sieges. Each opens with
a background section which summarises
the context and previous significant
events, including some cross-references
when some battles are linked. This is
followed by a section on the respective
battlefields and the opposing armies before
a description of the battle or siege which
constitutes the main piece, often includes
useful diagrams, and is followed by an
aftermath piece drawing the main
conclusions of each clash.

THE GOLDEN BOOK OF INDIA
A Genealogical & Biographical

Dictionary of the Ruling Princes,
Chiefs, Nobles, & Other

Personages, Titles or Decorated, of
The Indian Empire. With an

Appendix for Ceylon.

26141 £18.00

Sir Roper Lethbridge  KCIE
SB  xx+366pp 2018 N&MP Reprint

of 1900 Original Edition
25Published Price £

An alphabetical ‘Who’s Who’ of some
7000+ Indian rulers. The author was a
British academic and civil servant in India.
This is truly exceptional work, with much
genealogical information regarding both
Military and Civil service to the British
Indian Empire.

 GOTZ VON BERLICHINGEN
Combat History of the 17 SS -
Panzer-Grenadier-Division,

Volume I

26081 £75.00

Hans Stober
Hardback, 587 pages

This is the first volume detailed historyof a
three-volume set that describesl the
establishment and combat history of the
17. SS Panzer-Grenadier-Division “Gotz
von Berlichingen”. By order of Adolf
Hitler, this division was established in
October 1943 in France and trained there
until its first actions at the beginning of
June 1944. It was certainly a unique
Waffen-SS division because it fought
exclusively on the Western Front. It fought
against Allied units in Normandy at
Carentan, in the Coutances Pocket, in
Operation Luttich, and in the Falaise
Pocket, and then retreated to the Seine and
Meuse rivers. It refitted in Lorraine and
the Saar for further engagements against
American and Allied forces.

 GUNBOAT COMMAND
The Biography of Lieutenant

Commander Robert Hichens DSO
DSC RNVR

27030 £4.99

Anthony Hichens
Softback, 368 pages

Published Price £16.99

In this biography we read of Hichens early
days in vulnerable minesweepers and the
Dunkirk 'Dynamo' operation, (his first
DSC). In late 1940 he joined Coastal
Forces serving in the very fast MGBs,
soon earning his own command and
shortly after command of his Flotilla. He
was the first to capture an E-Boat. His
successful leadership led to many more
successes and his reputation as a fearless
and dynamic leader remains a legend
today. The book contains detailed and
graphic accounts of running battles against
the more heavily armed E-boats.
Tragically he was killed in action in April
1943, having refused promotion and a job
ashore.

THE HAMMER OF THE SCOTS
Edward I and the Scottish War of

Independence

27065

David Santiuste
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

With an insight into not just the military
capabilities of the opposing sides, but also
the technology, tactics and logistics of
fighting a war in an opponent's land, it
reveals a great deal more than the general
view of Edward I. A great addition for
anyone interested in the lives of the early
Plantagenet kings.

 HAND-TO-HAND FIGHTING
A System Of Personal Defence For

The Soldier (1918)

26029 £6.99

A E Marriott Camp Physical Director
Softback 840 pages + photographic
illustrations. 2018 N&MP Reprint of

1918 Original Edition

A tough book on the art of hand to hand
fighting in the trenches of the Great War.
Demonstrating techniques utilised to “do
away with the enemy”, many of which are
barred in clean wrestling, the book
includes good clear photographic
illustrations presenting important attack
methods including the “Hammer Lock”,
“Kidney Kick”, “Head Twist”, “Knee
Groin Kick”, and the “Knee Break”, all
very important in a man to man, life or
death encounter, when fighting in the mud
of the trenches.

 Handbook of the Hitler-Jugend
Bann Numbers and Gebiets

Triangles

12491 £85.00

Wilhelm P.B.R. Saris with Philippe
Gillain and Jeff Hammond

hb, 784 Pages, 1034
Photos/Illustrations

The author presents the reader with an in-
depth development of HJ Gebiet triangles,
shoulder straps and their colours, and the
ranking systems. This handbook is based
only on official sources and contains the
most complete listing of Bann numbers
and their locations. At a glance, one can
check a number's development and its
relationship to a specific triangle.

 MAGYAR WARRIORS
VOLUME 2

The History of the Royal
Hungarian Armed Forces, 1919

-1945

26069 £19.99

Denes Bernard, Charles K. Kliment
Hardback, 532 pages

Published Price £49.95

The Hungarian armed forces (known as
the Honvedseg) were built up from the
1920s, their expansion gaining momentum
once Hungary became free of the strict
post-First World War Trianon treaty
limitations in August 1938. Politically,
Hungary was looking for a strong ally,
who would help it to recover at least some
of the territories containing sizeable
Magyar ethnic populations that had been
lost after the First World War. Initially, in
the mid-1930s, Italy gave political
assistance and supplied military materiel;
then - on the eve of the Second World War
- Germany also lent some support. Volume
2 covers in great details the activity of the
air force, the river flotilla, as well as the
combat operations of the Honvedseg .

 HANDS OFF!
SELF-DEFENCE FOR WOMEN

25768 £5.99

Captain W. E. Fairbairn
2017 N&M Press reprint of original

Edition. SB. 52pp.  Illustrated.

Originally published during the Second
World War, “Hands Off!” shows the
emancipated woman how to deal with any
“unpleasant” situation which would
immeasurably increase their efficiency in
the War Effort. The methods of self-
defence were especially selected for use
by women, taking into account their
disadvantages of weight, build and
strength.

 HARD FIGHTING
A History of the Sherwood Rangers

Yeomanry 1900-1946

27066 £8.99

Jonathan Hunt
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £30

Fighting through the later part of the Boer
War, the ill-fated 1915 Gallipoli
campaign,and during the Second World
War in Palestine, at the siege of Tobruk
and the fall of Crete, Alamein to Tripoli
before returning to North-west Europe for
D-Day and the advance to Germany. In so
doing they won thirty Battle Honours and
159 awards including eighty-three for
gallantry. General Sir Brian Horrocks later
wrote 'no armoured regiment can show a
finer record of hard fighting.'
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 HARRIER BOYS VOLUME II
New Technology, New Threats,

New Tactics, 1990-2010

26885 £4.99

Bob Marstson
Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £20

The book begins with explanations of the
mature concept of operations with the
Harrier GR3 in the Cold War. It then
progresses through the evolution of
Harrier II, starting with the GR5, and
updates to the Sea Harrier, while the
potential battles to be fought necessitated
ever-changing tactics and technology. The
new Harriers used digital developments
for airframe, engine and weapons control.
Conflicts in Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, Sierra
Leone and Afghanistan saw ground-attack
missions move towards the delivery of
smart weapons from medium level, rather
than the dumb bombs and low level of the
Cold War era – meaning that the Harrier
had once more to demonstrate its
legendary versatility. The introduction of
the Sea Harrier FA2, with its beyond
visual range air-to-air missiles and
improved radar, gave much improved air
defense. The UK Harrier story ends with
the closer integration of the RN and RAF
forces, before the aircraft's all-too-early
retirement in 2010, possibly decades
before other countries forsake this unique
capability.

The  Helmet Decals of the Third
Reich

24950 £95.00

Ken Niewiarowicz with Anders Lehrman
HB 330 pages

The Anti-Partisan Badge by Antonio
Scapini is the first comprehensive and
detailed account of this war badge. The
author explains in stunning detail the
fingerprints of all genuine examples and
lists all models and types in a logical and
comprehensible format.

 HERALDRY IN THE ROYAL
NAVY

Crests and Badges of H.M. Ships

26023 £14.99

Alfred E Weightman
SB  xviii+514pp, with line diagrams
& photographic plates. 2018 N&MP

Reprint of 1957 Original Edition
Published Price £22

Classic work that was written, and
illustrated, by diligent researcher, and a
designer of ships’ badges, each entry is
complete with detailed line illustrations,
field colour-badge-and motto, explanation
of design, Battle Honours, and history of
ship. Each ship takes a least one page to
cover, and some of the unofficial badges
that appeared before 1918 are also
illustrated. A wonderful book that gives a
guide to the wide variety of types and of
designs this fascinating subject.

 HEROES ALL
Airmen of Different Nationalities
Tell their Stories of Service In the

Second World War

26882 £6.99

Steve Bond
Hardback, 306 pages
Published Price £25

Veterans quoted are from the following
groupings: Air Transport Auxiliary,
British Army, Civilians, Fleet Air Arm,
Italian air force, Luftwaffe, Royal Air
Force, Royal Canadian Air Force and
Navy, Soviet air force, US Army, US
Army Air Force, US Navy et al.

 KAMIKAZE
To Die for the Emperor

27092 £5.99

Peter C. Smith
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A chronological history that lays out out
the genesis, development, combat actions,
countermeasures, and the continual
evolution of the Kamikaze and the
attempts to stop them.

 FIGHTING THE KAISER’S
WAR

The Saxons in Flanders 1914-1918

20675 £4.99

Andrew Lucas, Jurgen Schmieschek
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

A rare and remarkable book that stands out
starkly from the hundreds of other Great
War memoirs available as it comes from
the other side of the hill. A study of ten
soldiers from Saxon regiments fighting in
Flanders, based on their diaries and letters
it is also richly illustrated with more than
300 unfamiliar images

 HISTORY OF BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1919 VOLUME I

1816-1850

27110 £15.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget,
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £40

The first volume, after a prologue in which
the origins and early development of
mounted warfare are discussed, including
the Waterloo Campaign of 1815, covers
the period from 1816-1850. During this
period, the Cavalry were chiefly in action
in India, fighting in a number of wars from
the Nepal War, through to the First
Afghan and First and Second Sikh Wars.

 HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1916 VOLUME 2

1851-1871

27021 £15.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 520 pages
Published Price £45

Volume II covers the traumatic
experiences of the Crimean War and the
Indian Mutiny. Of the battle of Balaklava,
Lord Anglesey writes as fully as has ever
been done before. This volume also covers
The Persian War of 1856-57, the China
War of 1860 and the Ambela and
Abyssinian campaigns.

A HISTORY OF BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1919 VOLUME

3: 1872-1898

27022 £15.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget,
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 520 pages
Published Price £40

This volume covers the high noon of the
British Empire, beginning with the Zulu
War of 1879 and ending with Kitchener's
River War of 1898. Between these came
the 2nd Afghan War, the first Boer War,
and Wolseley's Egyptian and Nile
campaigns. Also described in some detail
is the Cavalry's part in the campaigns
against Osman Digna in the Eastern
Sudan.

 HISTORY OF BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1919 VOLUME

4: 1899-1913

27023 £15.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget,
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 565 pages
Published Price £45

This masterly book describes the history
of the British cavalry, this volume is
dominated by the Boer War 1899-1902.
For much of its two and a half years
mounted operations prevailed in South
Africa.

 HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
CAVALRY VOLUME 5

1914-1919 Egypt, Palestine and
Syria

26086 £15.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget,
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £40

In this 5th volume, Lord Anglesey tells of
the spectacular exploits of the yeomanry
of Britain, the Australasian and Indian
mounted forces in the Middle East
between 1914-1918. He establishes that
the Light Horse of Australia and New
Zealand proved themselves to be perhaps
the most skilful and effective soldiers on
horseback in British history.

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1919 VOLUME 7

The Curragh Incident and the
Western Front 1914

27067 £20.00

The Marquess of Anglesey F. S. A.
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £35

In the seventh, and second last, volume in
this historical work, Lord Anglesey shows
how superior the British cavalry was
compared to those of the French and
Germans. He concentrates on the first five
months of the Great War.

 HISTORY OF BRITISH
CAVALRY 1816-1919 VOLUME
8: THE WESTERN FRONT 1915

-1918; Epilogue 1919-1939

27024 £25.00

George Charles Henry Victor Paget,
Marquess of Anglesey

Hardback, 424 pages
Published Price £40

In this last volume of a monumental
chronicle, the author shows the part played
by the British cavalry in the First World
War. Drawing on material from a number
of sources he demonstrates how the
cavalry''s superior mobility saved the day
time and again.

THE HITLER OPTIONS
Alternate Decisions of World War

II

27093 £3.99

Kenneth Mackesey
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £12.99

A collection of Historical "What ifs"
which accurately cover the most
interesting and curious arenas of the war.
Such questions as: What would have
happened if Hitler decided to invade
England, and could the German army have
feasibly defeated Russia, and what might
have happened if Germany had ever
possessed Atomic technology,are
answered.

 HITLER’S ARDENNES
OFFENSIVE

The German View of the Battle of
Bulge

26986 £3.99

Danny S. Parker
Softback, 264 pages

Published Price £12.99

Everything from preparations for the
offensive, to attitudes during the campaign
and after it was brought to a close are
covered, providing a fascinating and
invaluable record of the German
perspective - essential for a balanced view
of the battle.

 HITLER’S GREY WOLFS
U-Boats in the Indian Ocean

26976 £4.99

Lawrence Paterson
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is a very thorough account of U-boats
in the area around southern Africa and the
Far East, clearly written and informative,
telling the story of this forgotten campaign
through La incisive analysis, eyewitness
testimony and an extensive collection of
contemporary photographs.
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 HITLER’S PARATROOPER
The Life and Battles of Rudolf

Witzing

27094 £4.99

Gilberto Villahermosa
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is a meticulously researched
biography of Rudolf Witzig, a well-known
and highly decorated member of
Germany's parachute forces: the
Fallschirmjäger.Witzig entered the history
books as the heroic captor of Belgium's
supposedly impregnable fortress Eben
Emael in May 1940 - the first time that
glider-borne troops were used in the war.
To many people, he is also known as the
commander of the battle group that fired
the first shots of the Tunisian campaign.

 HURRICANE SQUADRON ACE
The Story of Battle of Britain Ace,
Air Commodore Peter Brothers,

CBE. DSO, DFC and Bar

26994 £6.99

Nick Thomas
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Taken from combat reports, and giving
detail of Brothers' flying companions and
fates ,this is a good biography if a little
dry. The location of graves and memorials
with names of pilot's' parents are
commendable inclusions.
 PRIVATE HITLER’S WAR 1914 -

1918

26264 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £14.99

This powerful documentary tie-in book
finally turns the Nazi myth on its head and
reveals the full unvarnished truth
concerning Adolf Hitler's actions in the
Great War.

 I CHOSE THE SKY

25846 £4.99

Leonard H. Rochford DSC and bar, DFC
Hardback, 184 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £16

These are the Great War memoirs of
veteran flyer 'Tich' Rochford, who writes
about his action-packed two years serving
with No.3 (Naval) Squadron in Sopwith
Pups and Camels.This classic first-hand
account is told in vivid detail throughout.

THE IASI - KISHINEV
OPERATION

The Red Army Summer Offensive
into the Balkans

26169 £18.00

Soviet General Staff, Richard Harrison
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £45

As with earlier titles in this series, this is a
gold mine of information on Soviet
operational techniques and planning. The
Iasi-Kishinev Operation, 20-29 August
1944: The Red Army's Summer Offensive
into the Balkans details the Soviet
preparation and conduct of the Red Army's
massive offensive into Romania in the
summer of 1944. The seventh of the ten
strategic operations conducted by the
Soviet armed forces that year, the
operation successfully carried out the task
of destroying German forces in northern
Romania and taking Germany's Romanian
satellite out of the war, and was the first
step in Stalin's consolidation of a Balkan
empire.

 IMAGES OF WAR: COASTAL
COMMAND’S AIR WAR

AGAINST THE GERMAN U-
BOATS

26987 £3.99

Norman Franks
Softback, 152 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book summarises in words and
images the story of how RAF Coastal
Command overcame the German U-boat
danger during the Second World War, and
how the escalation of the U-boat war
promoted the development of anti-
submarine warfare, leading to victory over
this menace in the Atlantic.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN

The Eastern Front 1942-1943:
Stalingrad to Kharkov

26985 £3.99

Nik Cornish
Softback, 132 pages

Published Price £14.99

These vivid images show the front-line
fighting, the troops and the conditions on
both sides, but they also document the
consequences of war for the civilians
under German occupation and the
devastation of the Russian towns and
cities.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
BATTLE FOR CRIMEA 1941

-1944

26209 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

The selection of over 150 rare wartime
photographs in this volume in the Images
of War series offers a graphic visual
record of the dramatic and bloody battles
fought for the Crimea during the Second
World War.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
FRENCH ARMY AT VERDUN

27161 £3.99

Ian Sumner
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

Excellent images that show a good picture
of what the French Army was going
through during Battle of Verdun.

 IMPERIAL RUSSIAN AIR
FORCE 1898-1917

27158 £7.99

Gennady Petrov
Softback, 262 pages

Published Price £24.99

This unique photographic and textual
history into the very earliest days of flight
in Russia covers the period from the end
of the 19th Century until the fall of
Imperial Russia in 1917.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE RISE
OF HITLER ILLUSTRATED

27099 £3.99

Trevor Salisbury
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £14.99

A Nazi propaganda book found in the
ruins of a bomb-damaged German home in
1945 and recovered as a souvenir by a
British soldier. It forms the basis for this
photographic account of Hitlers' early days
as he gains acceptance and eventually took
over the hearts and minds of the German
people.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
WAFFEN SS IN COMBAT

27087 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £14.99

This powerful photographic record is
essential reading for anyone with an
interest in the course of the war from the
German perspective and clearly
demonstrates the scale of the task
undertaken by the Waffen-SS on all fronts.

 IMPERIAL BAYONETS
Tactics of the Napoleon Battery,

Battalion and Brigade as Found in
Contemporary Regulations

26164 £9.99

George Nafziger
Hardback, 296 pages

Published Price £29.95

A technical manual, that is clear and
concise, rather than an historical work. If
you want to know exactly how units
manoeuvred, or the figures for artillery
performance, nation by nation, this minor
masterpiece is the book for you.

 IN GOOD COMPANY
The First World War Letters and

Diaries of the Hon, William Fraser,
Gordon Highlanders

26970 £4.99

William Fraser, David Fraser
Hardback, 348 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a account by the Hon. William
Fraser, Gordon Highlanders, of his service
in the First World War. Several times
wounded, he went to Flanders in 1914
with the 2nd Battalion and commanded
successively a platoon, a company, a
Territorial battalion and a Regular
battalion, ending the war as a lieutenant-
colonel of twenty-eight, having survived
the battles of First, Second and Third
Ypres, Arras, Cambrai and the final
triumphs of 1918.

 IN THE WAKE OF THE TANK
The First Fifteen Years of

Mechanisation in the British Army

26157 £18.00

Lt.-Gen. Sir Gifford Le Q., Martel  KCB,
KBE, DSO, MC

SB  xii+257pp + index & appendix
with 27 plates. 2018 N&MP Reprint

of 1931 Original Edition

This very good and early tank book,
written by a pioneering British military
engineer and tank strategist who knew his
subject firsthand. This is an excellent
study written with an engineer's eye for
mechanical detail. With good plates and
chart of tank specifications and
capabilities. Contains much on the
experimental work of the 1920s. Martel
served as a Brigade Major of Heavy
Branch Machine Gun Corps, and at Tank
Corps HQ in France in 1917-18 as a
General Staff Officer, and his book is on
the reading list of all serious students of
armoured warfare.
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THE FULL RUN REPRINT OF  

Sir Charles Oman’s 

History of the Peninsular War
PUBLISHED AT £28 PER VOLUME 

WE HAVE the FULL run Of volumes 

on Special offer at £19.99 per volume 

Sir Charles Oman’s classic 7-volume History of the Peninsular War 
is one of the most important histories of the period ever written.
The work of a brilliant historian and writer, it presents a large
amount of detailed and valuable information in a very readable style.

Naval and Military Press have reprinted this valuable and timeless
work in its entirety, faithful to the originals in all respects including
72 maps in colour in matt laminated soft bound volumes.

The 1807–1814 war in the Iberian Peninsula was one of the most
significant and influential campaigns of the Napoleonic Wars. Arising
from Napoleon’s strategic necessity to impose his rule over Portugal
and Spain, it evolved into a constant drain on his resources. 

Oman’s 7-volume history of the campaign is an unrivalled and
essential work. His extensive use and analysis of French, Spanish,
Portuguese and British participants’ accounts and archival material,
together with his own inspection of the battlefields, provides a
comprehensive and balanced account of this most important episode
in Napoleonic military history.

The contents of the individual volumes are as follows:

Volume I: 1807-1809 From The Treaty Of Fontainebleau To The Battle Of

Corunna The first part of Sir Charles Oman’s classic history provides the background to the war and its origins, and
covers the early stages of the conflict. Introducing the subject and many of its main players, this volume recounts the French
invasion of Portugal and the forcible deposition of the Spanish royal family, the beginning of Spanish popular resistance, the
arrival of the British in the Iberian Peninsula, the first victories of Sir Arthur Wellesley (the future Duke of Wellington),
Napoleon’s personal participation in the Spanish campaign, the French surrender at Baylen, and Sir John Moore’s terrible
retreat, ending with his death in the hour of victory at the Battle of Corunna.  ORDER NO: 25074  £28 £19.99

Volume II: January To September 1809 From The Battle Of Corunna To 

The End Of The Talavera Campaign The fate of the Iberian Peninsula was very much in the balance
during the period January–September 1809, when it seemed all too possible that Napoleon would achieve control over Spain
and Portugal. This volume covers the continuing Spanish resistance to French occupation, the renewed French invasion of
Portugal, and the return to the Peninsula and subsequent victories of Sir Arthur Wellesley, including his outmanoeuvring of
the French from Oporto and culminating in the hard-fought victory at Talavera.  ORDER NO: 25075  £28 £19.99



Volume III: September 1809 – December 1810, Ocaña, Cadiz, Bussaco, Torres

Vedras Covers the period from September 1809 to December 1810, when the French were consolidating their hold on
Spain, crushing resistance and attempting to drive the British out of Portugal. However, they could not wholly defeat their
opponents. The forces of the Spanish Regency Council, with British and Portuguese aid, held out against the siege of Cadiz.
Wellington’s Allied army fought a model defensive battle at Bussaco, stalling the French drive into Portugal and enabling the
British and Portuguese forces to retire to the shelter of the Torres Vedras fortifications. The Allies’ defence led to a strategic
victory ultimately forcing the French to abandon their invasion of Portugal.  ORDER NO: 25076  £28 £19.99

Volume IV: December 1810 – December 1811 Masséna's Retreat. Fuentes de

Oñoro, Albuera, Tarragona Covers the period during which Portugal was finally secured from the
danger of French conquest. French successes in Spain continued, but the army under Masséna was forced finally to retreat
from Portugal. The Allied offensive began to gather momentum, although their attempt to recapture Badajoz was
unsuccessful. Beresford’s campaign on the southern frontier of Portugal included one of the hardest-fought actions of the 
era, the Battle of Albuera, and Graham’s victory at Barrosa aided the long-running defence of Cadiz against the French siege.
Wellington saw victory at Fuentes de Oñoro, and smaller scale successes for the British Army also occurred at El Bodon,
Sabugal and Arroyo dos Molinos.  ORDER NO: 25077  £28 £19.99

Volume V: October 1811 – August 31, 1812 Valencia, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz,

Salamanca, Madrid Covers the period during which the outcome of the war was effectively decided by
Wellington’s great advance from Portugal into Spain. The operations that took place at this time include the French
campaigns of late 1811, with their conquest of Valencia and the siege of Tarifa; Wellington’s offensive, involving the terrible
sieges and storming of the border fortresses of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajoz; and his great victory at Salamanca, which did
much to decide the fate of the French hold on Spain. Other notable actions include that at Garcia Hernandez, and there 
were also smaller operations such as those on the east coast of Spain. Orders of battle, lists of strengths and casualties, and 
an account of Wellington’s intelligence officer and code-breaker Sir George Scovell, whose efforts contributed greatly to
Wellington’s plans of campaign, are given in the appendices.  ORDER NO: 25078  £28 £19.99

Volume VI: September 1, 1812 – August 5, 1813 The Siege of Burgos, the Retreat

from Burgos, the Campaign of Vittoria, the Battles of the Pyrenees 

Between the Autumn of 1812 and the late Summer of 1813 campaigning in the Peninsula took on anew aspect. From being 
a defence of Portugal and those parts of Spain not under French control, it became an effort by the British, Spanish and
Portuguese forces aimed at driving the French out completely. Operations at the end of 1812 include the unsuccessful British
siege of Burgos and the subsequent retreat; renewed campaigning on the east coast of Spain, including Murray’s actions
around Tarragona; and the beginning of the final offensive against the French, including the battles of Roncesvalles, Maya and
Sorauren.  ORDER NO: 25079  £28 £19.99

Volume VII: August 1813 – April 14, 1814 The Capture of St. Sebastian,

Wellington's Invasion of France, Battles of the Nivelle, the Nive, 

Orthez and Toulouse Between August 1813 and the end of hostilities in April 1814, Napoleon’s forces were
finally expelled from the Iberian Peninsula. Wellington’s army invaded southern France, only halting its operations when news
was received of Napoleon’s abdication.The events covered in this volume include the British siege and capture of St.
Sebastian; the final campaigning in eastern Spain; Wellington's invasion of France; and the last actions of the war in the Battle
of Toulouse and the French sortie from Bayonne. A chapter on the place of the Peninsular War in history concludes Oman's
monumental work.  ORDER NO: 25080  £28 £19.99
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THE INFANTRY ASSAULT
BADGES

12781 £75.00

Sascha Weber
HB 250 pp 1000+ pictures

This book is the first work specifically
devoted to an in depth study of the
Infantry Assault Badge, one of the best
recognised awards of the German military
during World War Two. Already highly
acclaimed in its German version, the
English edition is an important and
indispensable addition to every collector’s
library.

 INSIDE THE AFRIKA KORPS
The Crusader Battles, 1941-1942

26973 £4.99

Bruce Gudmundsson
Softback, 332 pages

Published Price £14.99

Colonel Kriebel’s debrief undertaken by
the US Army Intelligence Service forms
the basis of this book, which has been
edited and placed in context as part of the
American military historical programme.
His account highlights the German
response to the Allied Crusader offensive
and the brilliant series of actions that
followed, and analyses the potent genius
and fatal flaws of Erwin Rommel s
generalship.

 INTER-SERVICE
AMMUNITION & AMMUNITION
PACKAGE MARKINGS 1960-61

25707 £65.00

War Office-Admiralty-Air Miinistry
SB 626 pp. Colour technical line

drawings throughout  2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1960-61 Original Edition

A colour reproduction of the official
annotated handbook issued by the Joint
Ammunition Markings Sub-Committee, a
treasure trove of useful information
covering this subject, from small arms,
grenades, mines, through to guided
missiles and the atom bomb. A rare
survival from the Cold War that was
preserved at the MOD Pattern Room
Library. A must for all collectors of
military equipment, and an important core
reference source.

 INTO THE BLUE

25845 £4.99

Norman Macmillan OBE, MC, AFC
Hardback, 236 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £16

An extraordinary 'classic' record of one
man's exemplary service, authoritatively
written, this is a gem that everyone with an
interest in WWI flying should place on
their book shelves. Norman Macmillan
was decorated with the Military Cross for
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty
in 1918 and was also later awarded the
prestigious Air Force Cross.

 INVINCIBLE BEAST
Understanding the Hellenistic Pike

Phalanx in Action

27039 £9.99

Christopher Matthew
Hardback, 513 pages
Published Price £30

The phalanx was a rectangular mass
military formation, usually composed
entirely of heavy infantry armed with
spears, pikes, sarissas, or similar weapons.
Christopher Matthews critically examines
phalanx combat by using techniques such
as physical re-creation, experimental
archaeology, and ballistics testing, and
then comparing the findings of this testing
to the ancient literary, artistic and
archaeological evidence, as well as
modern theories. The result is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date study of
what heavy infantry combat was like in the
age of Alexander the Great and his
Successors. What emerges is a picture of a
tactical organisation optimised for combat
against close order shorter spear armed
opponents such as hoplites, but less
effective against looser more flexible
javelin and sword armed infantry such as
the Romans, who ultimately caused the
phalanx's demise.

 ISANDLWANA 1879

26087 £2.00

Edmund Yorke
Hardback, 160 pages
Published Price £9.99

The Battle of Isandlwana was a decisive
victory for the Zulus and caused the defeat
of the first British invasion of Zululand.
The British and colonial troops were
armed with the modern Martini-Henry
breech-loading rifle and two 7-pounder
mountain guns deployed as field guns, as
well as a Hale rocket battery. Despite a
vast disadvantage in weapons technology,
the numerically superior Zulus ultimately
overwhelmed the poorly led and badly
deployed British, killing over 1,300
troops, including all those out on the
forward firing line. This is a good concise
account from the “Battle Story” series.

 KANGZHAN
Guide to Chinese Ground Forces

1937-45

26861 £12.99

Leland Ness, Bin Shih
Softback, 576 pages

Published Price £29.99

This is the first ready reference to the
organisation and armament of Chinese
ground forces during the Sino-Japanese
War of 1937–45. The work integrates
Chinese, Japanese and Western sources to
examine the details of the structure and
weapons of the period. Recent scholarship
has contributed greatly to our
understanding of China's role in the war,
but this is the first book to deal with the
bottom-level underpinnings of this
massive army, crucial to an understanding
of its tactical and operational utility.

 MAXIM GUN AND SMALL
ARMS: NOMENCLATURE OF

PARTS, STRIPPING,
ASSEMBLING, ACTIONS, JAMS,

MISFIRE, FAILURES AND
INSPECTION 1911

25717 £6.99

Ordnance College
SB 69pp with line diagrams

throughout 2018 N&MP Reprint of
January 1915 Revised Original

Edition

This technical manual is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1911 for the Ordnance
College.

 KEKs AND FOKKERSTAFFELS
The Early German Fighter Units in

1915-1916

25062 £7.99

Johan R. Ryheul
HB, 256 pp

Published Price £18.99

The history of Germany’s first fighter aces
and units in the First World War. The
author, a noted aviation historian, has also
traced the airfields used by the early
German air fighters, and even the castles
they slept in. His book therefore doubles
as both a fascinating history of a little-
known aspect of the air war, and a
fascinating battlefield guide with maps and
illustrations.

 KETTENKRAD AT WAR

26382 £19.99

Waldemar Trojca, Karlheinz Munch
Hardback, 96 pages, Illustrated with
150 b/w photos,14 pages of colour

2D and 3D images, 2 pages of colour
photos. English text.

Illustrated with colour and black and
white images this an excellent
reference one of the more unique
German vehicles to be developed
during World War II.

 KING ARTHUR
The Mystery Unravelled

27159 £5.99

Chris Barber
Hardcover, 240 pages
Published Price £25

A scholarly work whose aim is to unravel
the true identity of King Arthur. The
author’s research has unearthed the lineage
of King Arthur and untangled the myth
and legend from the historical facts.
Starting with Arthur’s ancestors he
uncovers the family linkages and then
tracks his life with chapters on his birth,
crowning, the Round Table, and
significant battles that marked his reign.

 KITCHENER’S ARMY
The Raising of the New Armies

1914-1916

27107 £4.99

Peter Simkins
Softback, 384 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is one of the best accounts of the
raising of the army that had to take place
at the beginning of the war. The book
deals clearly with the recruiting boom that
happened as well as the establishment of
the Pals Battalions. The book deals head
on with the issue of when the recruitment
went in to decline but also the
establishment of conscription. We also see
all the training issues especially with
equipment as well as the ordinary man
dealing with the transition from Civvy
Street to army life. A true classic of Great
War writing at it’s very best.

THE KNIGHT’S CROSS OF THE
IRON CROSS

12777 £95.00

Dietrich Maerz
HB 500 pp  with over 500 pictures in

colour + diagrams & tables

Critically acclaimed volume about the
Knights Cross of the Iron Cross by
Dietrich Maerz.

THE LUFTWAFFE GROUND
COMBAT BADGE

12779 £65.00

Sascha Weber
HB 136 pp with 500+ Colour

photographs

Often overlooked in favour of the more
"glamorous" battle awards of the
Luftwaffe, the Ground Combat Badge
nonetheless deserves a respected place
both in the field of military awards
generally and in collections of militaria
specifically.
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Released in 2016 to great acclaim

• 3,452 separate diaries 

• Full colour facsimile of each and every page

• 1.52 million pages  

See the Great War being fought day by day, by 
the men and units that hold an interest with your
research. The War Diaries held under WO95
represent one of the most popular collections held 
at the National Archives, Kew, London and the
opportunity to own a facsimile of an individual
Diary is a game changer for the serious WWI
enthusiast.

Prices vary depending on the scale of the diary.
From as little as £15 for a modestly sized Diary. 
A 500-page Diary is £38 and a thumping great
1200-page Diary is £90.

The War Diaries of the Battalions who fought the 

Great War on The Western Front in printed book form
The largest printed project ever undertaken covering the Great War and, without
question, the most important source of information on the war on The Western Front

25% anniversary discount
To commemorate the 100th anniversary

of the end of the Great War we are

offering a discount of 25% on this

cornerstone of military research. This

offer is valid until 31st December 2018.

You might be forgiven for thinking that this is a photograph
taken at the National Archives, London showing the 
original preserved Great War War Diaries, but you would 
be wrong. It is a sample of our facsimile printed editions!

No modern editing, opinions or poorly judged comments, just the war 
day by day, written by the men who fought this ‘War to End all Wars’. 

●   Chronological index to each volume

●   Secret and confidential intelligence

●   Operational orders

●   Battalion and company orders

●   Timing of attacks and attack objectives

●   Discipline

●   Meteorological weather reports

●   Trench raids and night attacks

●   Equipment diagrams and line drawings

●   Place names and map co-ordinates

●   Battalion and company actions

●   Officers’ movements

●   Localised trench maps and plans

●   Casualty figures of missing and wounded

●   Hand written-up and signed each day by the 

appointed officer, actually at the sharp end with his 

men in the trenches

●   Uniquely rich and full of military and historical information

Finding a particular diary is now very

straightforward using the complete 

index available as a printed book

(Order No: 24896, priced at £10)
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THE KRIM SHIELD

12776 £75.00

Sascha Weber
HB 140 pp 300+ pictures in colour

The respected expert Sascha Weber
describes the Krim Shield and all its
manufacturers, as well as the miniatures,
the documents and entries in the Wehrpass
and Soldbuch.

 KUBELWAGEN ON ALL
FRONTLINES: The Leichter

Peronenkraftwagen Ki VW Typ 82
Wartime Service & Production

Batches

25894 £16.99

Jochen Vollert
Hardback 256 pages this book is

illustrated with 475 black and white
photographs, 16 graphics and

illustrations, 33 colour photographs
and 12 colour profiles.
Published Price £34.99

The Kübelwagen is a legend. While there
have been several publications covering
this vehicle over the decades, this book is
different as it offers a fresh look and a
unique approach: For the first time, a large
amount of high-quality wartime
photographs were available for the
detailed research of production batches
and individual components. This has
allowed the first-ever, reliable production
batch identifier to be published. In
addition, the photos displayed are mostly
unpublished and come from private photo
albums of soldiers that drove in and
worked with the Kübelwagen on a daily
basis, rather than being well-known
propaganda shots

THE LAST IRONSIDES
The English Expedition to

Portugal, 1662-1668

26857 £7.99

Jonathon Riley
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

With the end of the Commonwealth, the
returning Charles II has to do something
with the large Republican army. Whilst
many of its number could be disbanded
and return to their trades, there was a large
core remaining. To these men soldiering
was their life. So what to do with them?
Fortunately for Charles, his marriage to a
Portuguese princess answered his
problems. Many of these veteran soldiers
were sent to help Portugal fight for its
freedom against the occupying Spanish.
Once there it was largely forgotten army
and the survivors were sent to the Tangiers
colony. A virtual death sentence.

THE LANDING IN THE DAWN
Dissecting A Legend: The Landing
at Anzac, Gallipoli, 25th April 1915

27150 £12.99

James Hurst
Hardback, 264 pages

The Gallipoli Landing of 25 April 1915 is
arguably Australia’s best known battle. It
is commemorated each year with a
national holiday, services, parades and
great media attention. 2015, the centenary
of the Gallipoli Campaign, was marked by
great publicity and the release of many
books, articles, films, documentaries and
television series. Despite this attention, the
Landing is still a poorly understood battle,
with the historiography coloured by a
century of misinformation, assumption,
folklore and legend. The Landing in the
Dawn: Dissecting a Legend – The Landing
at Anzac, Gallipoli, 25 April 1915, re-
examines and reconstructs the Anzac
Landing by applying a new approach to an
old topic – it uses the aggregate experience
of a single, first-wave battalion over a
single day, primarily through the
investigation of veteran’s letters and
diaries, to create a body of evidence with
which to construct a history of the battle.
This approach might be expected to shed
light on these men’s experiences only, but
their accounts surprisingly divulge
sufficient detail to allow an unprecedented
reconstruction and re-examination of the
battle. Thus it effectively places much of
the battlefield under a microscope. The use
of veterans’ accounts to re-tell the story of
the Landing is not new. Anecdotes have
for many years been layered over the
known history, established in C.E.W.
Bean, Official History of Australia in the
War: The Story of ANZAC, Volume I, to
cover the existing narrative. Here, detail
extracted from an unprecedented range of
pr...For more information please visit
www.naval-military-press.com

 LAUNCH PAD UK
Britain and the Cuban Missile

Crisis

26965 £4.99

Jim Wilson
Softback, 208 pages

Published Price £14.99

Thor nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles
stood on a round-the-clock wartime state
of alert ready to be fired; these were the
'other' missiles of the Cuban Missile
Crisis, which made Britain, in effect,
America's launch pad. During the height
of the crisis both RAF Bomber Command
and the US Strategic Air Command were
poised at the highest states of readiness.
Both were ordered to a level of war
readiness unparalleled throughout the
whole of the forty years of Cold War.
There is evidence to suggest that, had the
US needed to launch an air strike against
Russian missiles in Cuba, President
Kennedy might have been willing to
absorb a Soviet nuclear assault on a
NATO ally without retaliation, if it would
have avoided escalation to World War
Three.

 LEGEND
A celebration of the DC-3/C

-47/Dakota

25689 £9.99

Philip Kaplan
Hardback, 272 pp, Illustrated

Published Price £40

In this recent book, 'Legend', the
fascinating wartime and post-war history
of a significant surviving veteran of WW2
the C-47A N1844A is traced, along with
the pre-war, wartime and post-war story of
the fabulous DC-3/C-47 Dakota type.
'Legend' is a powerful, impressive
celebration of one of the most important
machines of all time. In his book Crusade
in Europe, General Dwight Eisenhower
wrote: 'Most senior officers regard as the
most vital to our success ...the bulldozer,
the jeep, the two and a half ton truck, and
the C-47'. None of these had been
designed for their combat role.

 LETTERS FROM THE LIGHT
BRIGADE

The British Cavalry in the Crimean
War

25512 £4.99

Anthony Dawson
Hardback, 242 pages
Published Price £25

This book sheds genuinely new light on
one of the most exhaustively discussed
events in British military history. Using
previously unpublished letters and journal
accounts, author Anthony Dawson gives
us a ringside seat to witness the tragic yet
heroic cavalry charges at the Battle of
Balaklava.

 LONDON BOMBED, BLITZED
AND BLOWN UP

The British Capital Under Attack
Since 1867

26981 £7.99

Ian Jones MBE
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £30

This title puts into context the WW1 and
WW2 experiences of those living in
London at the time, but with an
explanation of the technical details of the
bombs involved, and how they did their
damage. The terrorist outrages are also
comprehensively covered. The most
comprehensive and record of Britain’s
capital under attack that has ever been
compiled.
 LONG RANGE DESERT GROUP

Behind Enemy Lines in North
Africa

27011 £7.99

W. B. Kennedy Shaw
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

With its brilliant description of the harsh
beauty of the desert, and its exiting
chronicle of the LRDG activities, this
book is as fascinating today as it was when
was first published in 1945. Moving,
exciting and authentic.

 LOST OPPORTUNITY
The Battle for Ardennes 22nd

August 1914

26167 £14.99

Simon J. House
Hardback, 252 pages + 60 maps in

separate booklet
Published Price £35

A very thoroughly researched description
and analysis of both sides' efforts. The
purpose of this title is threefold: to present
the first operational study of the August
1914 Ardennes campaign; to demonstrate
that in two particular encounter battles the
French had the opportunity to inflict a
tactical, possibly operational defeat upon
their opponents but in both cases failed to
do so; and to explore the reasons for that
French failure, by relating events on the
battlefield to each side's pre-war
preparations. “An important book that
deserves a wide readership - Gary
Sheffield”

 LSSAH IN PHOTOS 1933-1945

26848 £37.50

Waldemar Trojca, Karlheinz Munich
Hardback, 168 pages

Covering the 12 years existance of the
Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler with 313
unpublished and rare B&W photographs
of many of key personnel and interesting
vehicles. The LSSAH, began as Adolf
Hitler's personal bodyguard, responsible
for guarding the Führer's person, offices,
and residences. Initially the size of a
regiment, the LSSAH eventually grew into
a division-sized unit during World War II.
Members of the LSSAH perpetrated
numerous atrocities and war crimes,
including the Malmedy massacre.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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 LUFTWAFFE OVER AMERICA
The Sectret Plan to Bomb the
United States in World War II

27012 £3.99

Manfred Griehl
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

An accurate and objective description of
the Nazi strategic bombing plans in the
event of a successful invasion of the
Soviet Union. ,also why and how the
United States was not subjected to
ongoing aerial attack by the Germans
during World War Two. Includes more
than a hundred rarely seen photographs
and original plans.

 MAGNIFICENT BUT NOT WAR
The Second Battle of Ypres 1915

27109 £4.99

John Dixon
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £15.99

A solid British-sided view of one of the
worst times of the British army's
experience in holding the Ypres salient.
Complete with a good index, excellent
bibliography, order of battle and other
useful supporting details this battle history
covers a somewhat neglected period of the
Great War.

 MIDGET SUBMARINE
COMMANDER

The Life of Godfrey Place VC

27032 £5.99

Paul Watkins
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Place may have won his Victoria Cross for
his operations against the Tirpitz, but in
many ways this, and the title of the book,
masks the wider achievements of his
career. It is in this wider career that
Watkins' book is at its strongest,
producing rich anecdote and delivering
valuable context and colour to any serious
student of the period.

 MALICE AFORETHOUGHT
A History of Booby Traps from the

First World War to Vietnam

27013 £5.99

Ian Jones MBE
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Malice Aforethought traces the design,
deployment and effectiveness of booby
traps throughout both world wars to the
Vietnam War. Expertly and compellingly
written, this study is a tribute to the brave
men who risked their lives daily to
neutralise the booby traps laid in the dimly
lit dugouts of the Western Front, on the
beaches of Normandy, or in the dark and
dangerous tunnels of Chu Chi.

 MALINOVSKII
Hero of the Soviet Union

25910 £6.99

Boris Sokolov, Richard W. Harrison
Hardcover, 450 pages complete with

photographs and maps.
Published Price £39.95

This fine biography covers the that of
Radian Yakovlevich Malinovsky a Soviet
military commander in World War II,
Marshal of the Soviet Union, and Defense
Minister of the Soviet Union in the late
1950s and 1960s. He contributed to the
major defeat of Germany at the Battle of
Stalingrad and the Battle of Budapest.
During the post-war era, he made a pivotal
contribution to the strengthening of the
Soviet Union as a military superpower.
Malinovskii's service during the Great
Patriotic War constitutes the heart of this
book. Sokolov traces his subject's rise
from corps to army commander, and
finally to the command of various fronts.
During 1943-1944 the forces under
Malinovskii's command played a major
role in expelling the Germans from the
Donets Basin, Southern Ukraine,
Romania, Hungary, Austria and
Czechoslovakia.

MALTA
The Spitfire Year, 1942

26872 £24.99

Christopher Shores & Brian Cull
Hardback 704 pages Illustrated

Published Price £45

The first Spitfires arrived in Malta in
February 1942 to supplement and replace
the few remaining Hurricane fighters who
had helped defend Malta since 1940. The
Spitfire Year now takes up where The
Hurricane Years left off, and concludes in
enormous detail day-by-day the history of
the struggle for the island, and the final
success of the Allies and islanders
themselves in raising the siege. This book
reads almost like a daily diary of the war
in, around, and over Malta throughout
1942. The reader gets a keen appreciation
for the sacrifices made by the pilots,
soldiers, and civilians in Malta who stood
up to the Axis, and won.

 MANCHESTER PALS
16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st,

22nd, 23rd Battalions of the
Manchester Regiment

27098 £4.99

Michael Stedman
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £14.99

This is a very good Pals Battalion history.
Seven months after their arrival in France
the battle of the Somme was launched, on
the fateful 1st July, 1916. On the right of
the British Army's extraordinary efforts
that day, the Manchester Pals were part of
one of the few successful actions, taking
the villages of Montauban and Mametz
and making a deep incursion into the
German defences north of the River
Somme.

 MANUAL OF EQUIPMENT FOR
MACHINE GUN COMPANIES

1918

25716 £6.99

Ordnance Dept, Automatic Arms Division
A.E.F. 1918

SB 69pp. With 17 technical line
drawings 2018 N&MP Reprint of

1918 Original Edition

This technical manual, is illustrated with
good clear plates for maintenance and
repair; they number in detail the
components in each gun described.
Published in May 1918 for the guidance of
Machine Gun Company commanders and
Ordnance officers in equipping and
ordering parts for MGC.
Covers the Hotchkiss machine gun model
1914.
Saint-Etienne tripod model 1915.
Hotchkiss tripod model 1916.
Gun cart model 1907.
Ammunition cart model 1907.

THE MARNE 1914
A Battlefield Guide

25983 £2.99

Andrew Uffindell
Softback, 215 pages

Published Price £15.99

Andrew Uffindell begins his guidebook
with a gripping account of the battle,
followed by a series of easy-to-follow
tours of the battlefield. Each tour covers a
particular sector in detail, using vivid
eyewitness accounts to reveal what the
fighting was like for the men in the front
line. This unique and highly illustrated
book enables readers to explore the
battlefield and retrace the course of those
dramatic events for themselves. It gives
directions to dozens of museums,
cemeteries, and monuments, including the
memorials to the famous 'taxis of the
Marne'. An essential companion for
visitors keen to see the actual terrain over
which the battle was fought.

 MAXIMINUS THRAX
From Common Soldier to Emperor

of Rome

27068 £7.99

Paul N. Pearson
Hardback, 296 pages
Published Price £25

This is good study of an Emperor who
rose through the ranks to seized power
from the proceeding enfeebled dynasty.
His reign would see the end of the golden
age of the Roman Empire as it struggled to
contain its new enemy the Sassanians to
the East and the Barbarian Confederations
to the north. Maximinus was a complex
character from a barbarian background
who proved popular with the troops but
fell foul of the more sophisticated Roman
Elite.

THE MEMEL MEDAL

23058 £45.00

Antonio Scapini
HB 159 pp with over 500 pictures
and photographs, most in colour.

On over 150 pages the author Antonio
Scapini presents not only all known
original variations of this now scarce
medal, but also shows all the known fakes.
The history of the medal as well as the
packages and the documents are also part
of this useful  book.

 MILITARY ENGINEERING
MINING AND DEMOLITIONS

(GENERAL STAFF, 1915)

25720 £15.00

War Office
SB vii+135pp+39 technical line

drawings ( Some in part colour) 2018
N&MP Reprint of 1915  War Office

amended 1912 original edition

An important official publication covering
all aspects of subterranean warfare with
much practical detail for the guidance of
mining companies of the Great War.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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 LWS LANDW-WASSER-

SCHLEPPER
Type I / II

26376 £32.99

Waldemar Trojca, Markus Jaugitz
Hardback, 192 pages, 160 photos, 80

pages scale drawings, 48 pages of
colour, 80 colour profiles, 8 maps.

A well illustrated book on one of the lesser
known German combat vehicles. Due to
protracted development, the
Landwasserschlepper did not enter regular
service until 1942 and, though it proved
useful in both Russia and North Africa, it
was produced in only small numbers. In
1944 a completely new design was
introduced, the LWS II. This vehicle was
based on a Panzer IV tank chassis and
featured a small raised armoured driver's
cabin and a flat rear deck with four fold-
down intake and exhaust stacks.

THE MILLIONAIRES’
SQUADRON

The Remarkable Story of 601
Squadron and the Flying Sword

25471 £5.95

Tom Moulson
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Conceived by an aristocrat in a London
Club in 1925, 601 Squadron was originally
an Auxiliary of the RAF manned by
wealthy amateurs paying for their private
planes. But the Second World War
brought vast changes in composition, and
a more socially diverse intake flew
Hurricanes and Spitfires in the Battle of
Britain and took the squadron into the jet
age before its dissolution in 1957. This is
its inspiring story.

 Rifle & Carabine 98
M98 Firearms of the German

Army from 1898 to 1918

26153 £95.00

Dr. Dieter Storz

Hardback 464 pages, approx. 850
photographs and illustrations

In 1898 the German army introduced a
new rifle that was to influence not only the
armament of the German armed forces
until the mid 20th century, but also that of
many other countries. This book deals in
detail with the history of M 98 rifles and
carbines in Germany between 1898 and
1918. The book relies above all on the
collections of the major military historical
museums in Germany such as the
Bayerisches Armeemuseum in Ingolstadt,
the Wehrtechnische Studiensammlung in
Koblenz and the Militärhistorisches
Museum der Bundeswehr in Dresden. The
Deutsches Historisches Museum in Berlin
and the Royal Army Museum in Brussels
also made their stocks available for this
book.This book treats in detail technical
modifications, manufacturing methods, the
organization of mass production, state-run
and private arms industry, production
figures and the problems of arms supply
during the First World War.

 MISTER BROWNRIGG’S BOYS
Magdalen College School and the

Great War

27069 £7.99

David Bebbington
Hardback, 385 pages
Published Price £30

This is a very impressive book, the author
is successful in conveying the pre-war life
and character of the school and what each
of the boys did before the war. While
every school in the country will have
suffered loss, Magdalen College School is
unique in that it numbers Noel Chavasse
(the only double Victoria Cross winner of
the War) as well as John Fox Russell VC
MC among the Old Boys who fell. With
impressive archival research done, both
from Magdalen College School's records
and from army records and battalion war
diaries,excellent maps and appendices, not
least the useful information on medals and
ranks, this book is a model for anyone
seeking to write about schools and their
experience of the war.

 MONTE CASSINO
A German View

27070 £7.99

Rudolf Bohmler
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

A very competent overview of the Italian
campaign, with a emphasis on the Monte
Cassino action, by a former German
Paratrooper who saw active service during
this combat. The climax of his account, his
description of the tenacious defence of the
town of Cassino and the Monte Cassino
abbey by exhausted, outnumbered German
troops, has rarely been equalled. His book
presents a soldier's view of the fighting but
it also examines the tactics and planning
on both sides.

THE MOSCOW OPTION
An Alternative Second World War

27014 £3.99

David Downing
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

This provocative alternative history looks
at the Second World War from a new
angle - what might have happened had the
Germans taken Moscow in 1941. Based on
authentic history and real possibilities, this
unique speculative narrative plays out the
dramatic consequences of opportunities
taken and examines the grotesque
possibilities of a Third Reich triumphant.
The Moscow Option is a chilling reminder
that history might easily have been very
different.

THE MUSKETRY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
GERMAN INFANTRY 1887

(Schiessvorshrift fur die Infanterie)
Translated for the intelligence

Division War Office

25708 £8.99

Translated for the War Office by Colonel
C W Bowdler Bell

SB 101+23pp.with  technical line
drawings  2018 N&MP Reprint of

1887 Original Edition

A facsimile that includes the supplement
for the German Infantry for 1887.
Musketry exercises were intended to give
the infantry instruction in shooting, to
make effective use of their firearm in
battle. As such the manual shows
important details designed to make the
infantry soldier battle-ready by the end of
his first year of service. Instruction is
subdivided into Preparatory exercises;
Target practice; Field firing; Instructional
firing; Inspection in musketry; Proving the
rifle M/61.84 and revolver M/83. Many
black powder weapons were still used,
mainly for training purposes, up to end of
the First World War.

 NAPOLEON ON CAMPAIGN
Classic Images of Napoleon at War

25477 £5.99

H. A. Carruthers
Hardback, 184 pages
Published Price £25

The best works of the many artists who
sought to capture on canvas the rise and
fall of Napoleon and his armies are
presented in this captivating book. Here
are the paintings of Detaille, Meissonier,
Lady Butler, Hillingford and many others
working at arguably the peak of military
art, and portraying the battles of arguably
the greatest soldier of all time.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY :
CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO

The Classic Account of Napoleon’s
Last Battles

27125 £5.99

Sir John Fortescue
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Campaign of Waterloo is the
complete account of the climatic campaign
and battle of the Napoleonic Wars
abstracted from Sir John Fortescue s
monumental A History of the British
Army. Issued as an independent volume.

The Napoleonic Library HISTORY
OF THE WATERLOO

CAMPAIGN
The Classic Account of the Last
Battle of the Napoleonic Wars

26203 £6.99

William Siborne
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

A fascinating history of Waterloo,this
book is the literary equivalent of Siborne’s
famous model. Both exhaustive and
apparently objective this is an account of
Napoleon’s last battle, by a Waterloo
obsessive, who also built a giant scale
model of the action - annoying Wellington
who thought he was being downgraded by
Siborne. An essential and gripping reading
for all those who are interested in how this
famous battle was fought and won.

The Napoleonic Library
NAPOLEON’S MERCENARIES
Foreign Units in the French Army
under the Consulate and Empire

1799 to 1814

26338 £6.99

Guy C. Dempsey
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This comprehensive book details the
foreign units which formed such an
important part of Napoleon's forces. It
examines each non-French unit in turn,
giving an overview of the unit's origins, its
organisational and combat history, its
uniforms and standards, and details of the
unit's eventual fate. Colourful accounts,
taken from contemporary reports and
memoirs, emphasise the qualities of the
unit and throw light on what life was like
for many of the foreign soldiers recruited
into the Grande Armée.
The Napoleonic Library VOICES

FROM THE PENINSULA
Eyewitness Accounts by Soldiers of

Wellington’s Army, 1808-1814

26340 £6.99

Ian Fletcher
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Drawing on rare letters, diaries and
memoirs, Ian Fletcher presents a superb
insight into the daily lives of British
soldiers in this momentous period and
evokes such key battles and sieges as
Vimiero, Talavera, Badajoz, Salamanca,
Vittoria and San Sebastian.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: A
SOLDIER FOR NAPOLEON
The Campaigns of Lieut Franz

Joseph Hausmann, 7TH
BAVARIAN INFANTRY

26978 £5.99

Franz Joseph Hausman
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book fills a very noticeable gap in the
history of the Napoleonic Wars by
providing a good description of what it
was like to be a member of the Royal
Bavarian Army.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
DECLINE AND FALL OF
NAPOLEON’S EMPIRE

How the Emperor Self-Destructed

27004 £5.99

Digby Smith
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

A respected historian of the Napoleonic
Wars tracks Napoleon’s rise to power, his
stewardship of France from 1804-15, and
his exile. He highlights his military
mistakes, such as his unwillingness to
appoint an effective overall supremo in the
Iberian Peninsula, and the decision to
invade Russia while the Spanish situation
was spiralling out of control. Smith also
scrutinises naval mistakes notably,
Napoleon's inability to comprehend the
intricacies of naval operations, his
impatience with his admirals, and his
failure to invest in ships and men. Smith
focuses on Napoleon’s mistakes and as
such is able to go into much greater detail
about them.

THE BATTLE OF ACTIUM 31
BC

War for the World

26198 £5.99

Lee Fratantuono
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Fratantuono re-examines the ancient
evidence, and presents a compelling and
solidly documented account of what took
place at the the decisive confrontation of
the Final War of the Roman Republic, this
an important naval engagement off the
promontory of Leucas on the Ionian Sea in
31 B.C. Octavian's victory over the
combined forces of Mark Antony and
Cleopatra enabled him to consolidate his
power over Rome and its dominions.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE WORDS OF NAPOLEON

The Emperor Day by Day

26984 £5.99

R. M. Johnston
Hardback, 416 pages

Published Price £19.99

An invaluable reference work from a
respected Napoleonic scholar and author,
that is a powerful portrait of a complex
individual. It uses Napoleon's own words
to show his genius, arrogance, insecurities,
and frustrations. The reader will be
amazed by Napoleon's attention to detail,
from those of pressing national interests to
the mundane.
THE NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
LINES OF TORRES VERDAS

The Cornerstone of Wellington’s
Strategy in the Peninsular War

1809-12

27010 £5.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

An excellent modern history of the design
and building of the Lines, at the time the
most extensive field fortifications the
world had ever seen, and the campaign
waged in front of them in 1810-11,
including the battle of Busaco and the
skirmish at Sobral in October 1810. This is
a well-researched, well-written, closely
argued and fascinating contribution to the
historiography of the Peninsular War.
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Soldiers Died in the Great War 1914-1919
In 1921, 81 volumes embracing every regiment and corps of the British Army were published
listing approximately 635,000 Soldiers and 37,000 Officers who died in the war. It is this
immense undertaking which is now published by The Naval & Military Press on one fully-
relational database CD-Rom. Soldiers Died on CD-ROM contains the complete set of all 81
volumes with software that allows searching of every element in each record. Searches can be
executed for Regiments, Battalions, surnames, Christian name(s), initial(s), born (town), born
(county), enlisted (town), enlisted (county), regimental number, rank, killed in action, died of
wounds, died, theatre of war of death, date(s) and supplementary notes.
Product Code: CD01  Published price £220.00 + V.A.T.
Special 1918 Armistice Offer: £150.00 + V.A.T. (£30.00) 
(V.A.T. is applicable to all U.K. & European Union orders)

Setting the standard for accuracy and ease-of-use, our CD and DVD/ROMs were 
the first of their kind when introduced, and these new versions continue to be 

the benchmark by which others are judged.

The Naval & Military Press CD/DVD-ROMs

All of our disks are fully engineered to work with 32 bit and 64 bit versions of Windows! 

Soldiers Died in the Great War – 703,806 records

De Ruvigny's Roll Of Honour – 26,768 records

Distinguished Conduct Medal Citations 
– 24,929 records
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 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:

NAPOLEON’S CAMPAIGN IN
POLAND 1806-1807

From Stalemate to Victory: Battles
of Eylau, Heilsberg and Friedland

27122 £5.99

F. Lorraine Petre
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Petre belongs to that older school of
classic Napoleonic writing, he is a spirited
writer none the less. Since he covered
many of these battlefields in person, Petre
likes to give detailed analysis of the
ground and terrain that was fought over.
Where the author excels is in his battle
scenes. I doubt one will find a better Eylau
than here. You will also get plenty of
details on lesser known actions of the
Campaign besides the two major battles of
Eylau and Friedland which are both well
known.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
SOLDIER OF THE EMPIRE

The Notebooks of Captain Coignet

26983 £5.99

Jean-Roche Coignet
Hardback, 312 pages

Published Price £19.99

“The Notebooks of Captain Coignet stand
alone among French military memoirs,”
wrote Sir John Fortescue. “His record of
service is remarkable, embracing as it does
every campaign of Napoleon as First
Consul and Emperor ...In no other
memoirs, perhaps, can be studied so
closely the inner life of the Army which
for so long was the terror of Europe.”

THE NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
THE JENA CAMPAIGN

The Classic Study of Napoleon’s
Total Defeat of the Prussian Army

27160 £5.99

F. N. Maude
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

A detailed history of Napoleons Jena
Campaign of 1806. Written in early 1900's
by a English Military Officer that received
his military training before the age of
mechanised warfare.

THE OTHER NORFOLK
ADMIRALS

Myngs, Narbrough and Shovell

26854 £11.99

Dr Simon Harris
Hardback, 336 pages

Published Price £29.99

The careers of the three Norfolk admirals
were intimately related. Narbrough and
Shovell came from the small North
Norfolk hamlet of Cockthorpe and Myngs
from nearby Salthouse. In the 1660s,
Myngs was the captain, Narbrough the
lieutenant and Shovell the lowly cabin boy
in the same ship. It is also possible that
they were all related at least by marriage.
In the majority of the naval wars of the
second half of the seventeenth and the
early eighteenth centuries one or other of
them was invariably present.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
NAPOLEON’S GUNS

The Military Memoirs of an Officer
of the First Empire

27123 £5.99

Jean-Nicholas Auguste Noel
Hardback

Published Price £19.99

An engaging and highly readable account
of life in Napoleon's army as seen through
the eyes of an artillery officer August
Noel. In addition to providing a valuable
insight into what life was really like for
the men at the sharp end of Napoleon's
ambitions. From the optimism of the early
years in Italy , through the privations of
the retreat from Moscow and the horrors
of the Battle of Leipzig to the
disillusionment of the Emperor s defeat at
Waterloo, Noël charts both his personal
career and, at close hand, the rise and fall
of the First Empire with frankness and c.

THE NATAL CAMPAIGN
A Sacrifice Betrayed

27157 £7.99

Hugh Rethman
Softback, 432 pages
Published Price £20

When the Boer Republics invaded Natal
on the north-east coast of what is now
South Africa in 1899, they could have
been driven out with nominal casualties.
Instead, Britain was to lose nearly 9,000
men killed in action, more than 13,000 to
disease and a further 75,000 wounded and
sick invalided back to Britain. The war
ended in 1902 with an unsatisfactory
Peace Treaty. The Boer commandoes
represented a new challenge to the British
Army, practising a mobile form of warfare
equipped with smokeless Mauser rifles
and modern European field and siege
artillery. The British forces did not have
the training to deal with this new form of
warfare.

 NAVAL AIR
Celebrating a Century of Naval

Flying

25926 £3.99

Philip Kaplan
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

This comprehensive account, brought to us
by eminent aviation historian Philip
Kaplan covers aspects of Naval Aviation
as it pertains to the US and Royal Navies.
The various chapters provide an excellent
history of carrier aviation from the early
1900s up to the present day.
Complemented by a collection of
interesting photographs, personal stories
told by various aircrew members liven up
the book and make it more interesting.

 NELSON’S TRAFALGAR
CAPTAINS AND THEIR

BATTLES

27033 £5.99

T. A. Heathcote
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a biographical dictionary of the two
flag officers and captains of 27 battleships,
four frigates and two minor combatant
vessels that were present under Nelson's
command at the historic battle of
Trafalgar, 21 October 1805. Each officer's
family background and naval career is
covered and his and his ship's role in the
Battle analysed.

THE NIVELLE OFFENSIVE AND
THE BATTLE OF AISNE 1917

A Battlefield Guide to the Chemin
des Dames

27106 £4.99

Andrew Uffindell
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

A terrific and well-written piece of work
hat is recommend to anyone with an
interest in this sector of the Western Front,
and he bitterly controversial Nivelle
offensive, one of the worst disasters in
military history. Part-history, part-
guidebook it is well illustrated with maps
and photographs. Five tours supplemented
by forty-six stops at individual places of
interest provide an exceptional insight into
the struggle for the Chemin des Dames.

 OPERATION AGREEMENT
Jewish Commandos and the Raid

on Tobruk

26871 £7.99

John Sadler

Hardback 340 pages + plates
Published Price £18.99

Although ultimately unsuccessful,
Operation Agreement was one of the most
dramatic raids of the war in North Africa.
This dramatic retelling of the events
emphasizes the often-overlooked story of
the Jewish volunteers of the Special
Interrogation Group.

 ORDE WINGATE
Soldier and Commander

25435 £6.99

Simon Anglim
Hardback, 252 pages
Published Price £25

Orde Wingate was the most eccentric and
controversial British soldier of the Second
World War. In this study, based on a
minute examination of the Chindit
creator’s private and official papers,
Simon Anglim attempts a proper and
dispassionate evaluation of Wingate’s
colourful military career as a mastermind
of guerilla warfare.

 PANZERJAGER
Technical and Operational History

Vol I

26375 £45.00

Waldemar Trojca, Markus Jaugitz,
Karlheinz Munch

Hardback, 344 pages, colour
Illustrations

This volume deals with the Technical
History of the Panzerjager. It covers the
origin history, technical description and
technical data of each vehicle. Almost
every type vehicle is illustrated in many
photographs, technical drawings, and
colour 2-D and 3-D images (with see-
through features to show detail inside the
vehicles). The vehicles are shown with
various camouflage patterns used during
the war.

 PANZERJAGER TECHNICAL
AND OPERATIONAL HISTORY

VOLUME 2

26379 £45.00

Waldemar Trojca, Markus Jaugitz,
Karlheinz Munch

Hardback, 320 pages

This title is published by Trojca, a leading
publisher in the field of militaria and
related hobbies. Producing many English
language titles, Trojca have gained a
reputation for excellence, both in terms of
the information their books contain and
the wealth of high quality illustrations,
they are a particularly valuable purchase
for model-makers.

 POSTCARDS OF THE ARMY
SERVICE CORPS 1902-1918

Coming of Age

26966 £8.99

Michael Young
Hardback, 271 pages
Published Price £30

Simply fantastic stuff from Curator of the
RASC and RCT Museum. A collection of
some 540 postcards, in the main
photographic images of soldiers of the
ASC, their vehicles and equipment. The
quality of reproduction is superb and for
any student of the army of this period it
really is a must. The book includes good
captions, a chapter of deeper explanation
and a useful index. Field bakeries and
butcheries, vehicle repair workshops,
transport both horse and mechanical: they
are all here and in wonderful detail.

 RAF WESTHAMPNETT
A Fighter Command Station at

WAr

27006 £7.99

Mark Hillier
Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £25

A good photographic study of RAF
Westhampnett, covering Battle of Britain,
the infamous Channel Dash,and the
Dieppe raid of 1942, Westhampnett’s
squadrons also supported the D-Day
landings and the subsequent Battle of
Normandy.

 PANZERKAMPFWAGEN T34
-747 (R) THE SOVIET T-34 TANK

AS BEUTEPANZER AND
PANZERATTRAPPE IN

GERMAN WEHRMACHT
SERVICE 1941-45

25892 £19.99

Jochen Vollert
Hardback 328 pages illustrated with
552 black and white photographs, the

bulk of which have hitherto gone
unpublished

Published Price £43.99

Beutepanzers, captured foreign tank
designs in service with the Wehrmacht,
played a much more influential role in
German Panzer deployment and tactics
than previously thought. While the bulk of
Beute tanks were relegated to hinterland
policing and anti-partisan duties, it was the
hundreds of Soviet-built T-34s in German
hands that were supporting Panzers in the
medium tank and tank destroyer roles in
combat everywhere along the frontlines in
the East

 PANZERKRIEG Volume 1
German Armoured Operations At

Stalingrad

26351 £99.99

Jason Mark

Hardback 568 pages with • 12 aerial
photos• 50 maps• 12 tables• 3

appendices showing the daily panzer
strengths of each battalion.

The operations of panzer formations at
Stalingrad are examined in detail, from
formation until demise. Stalingrad is
perceived as a fierce man-versus-man
struggle in the ruins of a major metropolis
and the surrounding steppe; yet, 6. Armee
possessed formidable armoured assets that
helped it reach the Volga, defended its
flanks and even supported assault groups
within the claustrophobic confines of the
city.
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 PHOENIX - A COMPLETE

HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE
1918-1945. VOLUME 1 - THE

PHOENIX IS REBORN 1918-1934

25111 £7.99

Richard Meredith
Hardback 712 pages 115 b/w photos,

5 maps, 3 tables
Published Price £49.95

This and future volumes are destined to be
the standard works in the field. Based on
forty years of detailed research, the
Phoenix Project is a unique history of the
wartime German Luftwaffe. Going far
beyond a simple description of famous air
battles and operations the overall work
draws extensively on original documents,
secondary sources and contemporary
accounts to place the Luftwaffe within its
proper historical context, gather together
its many disparate components and
provide a hitherto unpublished balance to
its diverse activities.The structure of the
Phoenix Project is totally unique. Five
major themes run throughout the history’s
constituent volumes – (A) Strategy and
Command, (B) Ministerial Activity, (C)
Technology and Production, (D)
Infrastructure and Training, and (E)
Operations. These divisions enable the
reader to pursue particular areas of interest
throughout the overall work or to look at
the inter-relationships between the various
aspects of Luftwaffe activity.

 PHOENIX: A COMPLETE
HISTORY OF THE LUFTWAFFE

1918-1945 VOLUME 2
The Genesis of Air Power 1935

-1937

27145 £25.00

Richard Meredith
Hardcover, 924 pages

Published Price £59.99

A huge book at 924 pages Volume 2: The
Phoenix Matures 1935–1937 covers a still
neglected area, namely the early years of
post-Reichswehr development from March
1935. During this period the concept of
operativer Luftkrieg was formalised,
operational commands established, new
units and bases created, new equipment
introduced and the training of personnel
expanded. Key studies include: the
formation of the Flakartillerie, the
Luftwaffe General Staff, Luftwaffe
uniforms, the construction programme of
1935–39, the development and production
of new combat aircraft and weapons,
flying training, the Luftwaffen-Reserve,
the supply organisation, the development
of the Regiment General Goring and the
re-militarisation of the Rhineland. In
addition the Luftwaffe’s involvement in
Spain is considered in depth from initial
operations by the German volunteers to
the deployment of the Legion Condor in
the battles around Madrid and on the
Northern Front.

 SHARING THE SECRET
The History of Intelligence Corps

1940-2010

27076 £7.99

Nick van der Bijl
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £30

While written under the auspices of the
Trustees of the Military Intelligence
Museum, Sharing the Secret is not an
academic regimental history. Rather it
gives a privileged glimpse into a
necessarily publicity-shy organisation that
has been deeply involved in military
intelligence operations since its inception
in 1940 through to 2010. Understandably,
little has been written about the Corps'
work for Official Secret reasons.  
The development of Field Security and
Protective Security and measures taken to
protect the Army for espionage, sabotage,
subversion and terrorism in peace and war
are examined. These tasks were
particularly important during the de-
Nazification of Germany during the
aftermath of the Second World War. Field
Security led to the successful arrest of
leading Nazis, including Himmler and
Doenitz.  
 

THE  PISTOL IN WAR
Training With Revolver and Self-

Loading Pistol

26011 £6.99

Captain E H Robinson, Bisley prize
winner 1923

SB  68pp, with diagrams
photographic plates. 2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1941 Original Edition

The objective of this WW2 period work
was to train officers and men to handle
the .38 service revolver with sufficient
skill and confidence to defend themeless
effectively, and to hit a target in the
shortest time. This is the so called
“instinctive” shooting method, one that
will have a skilled man pulling the trigger
with dexterity, in a fraction of a second in
any tricky situation. Published by Gale &
Polden the respected military supplIer, this
title’s photographic plates feature Ernest
Polden posing for the all-important matters
of grip, trigger pressing, and aiming.

 POLITICAL WINGS
William Wedgwood Benn, First

Viscount Stansgate

26997 £4.99

Alun Wyburn-Powell
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is a well researched and engrossing
read that charts Benns rise from the East
End to Parliament, as well as active
service in both World Wars, becoming an
Air Commodore and to being a member of
the government.

 PRELUDE TO THE FIRST
WORLD WAR

The Balkan Wars 1912-1913

26306 £7.99

E. R. Hooton
Hardback, 236 pages
Published Price £20

These now forgotten wars were the
overture to the First World War and yet
they have overtones a century later. The
First World War saw echoes of these
campaigns in Salonika and especially in
the Dardanelles, while the ethnic tensions
would erupt into further bloodshed after
the Cold War ended as Yugoslavia
collapsed during the 1990s.

 PYRAMIDS AND POPPIES
The !st SA Infantry Brigade in

Libya, France and Flanders 1915
-1919

20592 £3.99

Peter K. A. Digby
SB, 456 pp

Published Price £29.99

This is the first complete history of one of
the Great War’s finest fighting units since
John Buchan’s classic account in 1920.
Buchan rated the South African Brigade to
have ‘no superiors and few equals’ and
this handsomely illustrated volume amply
bears out that acolade, relating the
Brigade’s gallant service at Delville Wood
on the Somme, as well as in the Middle
East and elsewhere on the western front
that cost the Brigade nearly four and a half
thousand dead.

THE RAID ON ZEEBRUGGE
23 April 1918, as seen Through the
Eyes of Captain Alfred Carpenter

VC

25370 £5.00

Carl Decaluwe, Tomas Termote
Hardback, 144 pages
Published Price £25

The raid on Zeebrugge, a bid to blockade
the U-boats operating out of the Belgian
port, was one of the bravest and boldest
actions of the Great War, called by
Winston Churchill the finest feat of arms
in the conflict. Eight VCs were won, the
highest number on any day of the war, and
this account is based on the story of one of
them, Captain Alfred Carpenter who
commanded the lead ship on the raid,
HMS Vindictive.

 RECOLLECTION OF THE
GREAT WAR

Three Years on Campaign in
France and Flanders with the

Northumberland Fusiliers

27071 £4.99

Francis Buckley
Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £16.9

Francis Buckley was a three year veteran
of the Great War, having fought in
conflicts at Flanders and in France. He
was a military man, who served with the
7th Northumberland Fusiliers, and had
endless respect and admiration for the
comrades he found in battle. Buckley
found himself engaged in some of the
harshest encounters of the Great War,
including the Battle of Arras,
Passchendaele and the Battle of the
Somme, yet never lost his respect for the
men who served with him, nor the
generals who commanded them.

 RED STAR AGAINST THE
SWASTIKA

The Story of the Soviet Pilot over
the Eastern Front

27015 £3.99

Vasily B. Emelianenko
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £12.99

A vivid and rare firsthand account of the
eastern front air war from the view of a
Soviet pilot Vasily B. Emelianenko who
flew Shturmovik ground attack aircraft
against terrible odds, he was shot down
three times. Emelianenko was awarded the
highest decoration, the Hero of the Soviet
Union.

 REMINISCENCES 1808-1815
UNDER WELLINGTON

The Peninsular and Waterloo
Memoirs of William Hay

25912 £4.99

William Hay, Andrew Bamford
Hardcover, 168 pages with maps &

illustrations
Published Price £25

Hay's recollections are very much those of
a dashing young officer But these are more
than just tales of derring-do, for Hay's
stories of the lighter side of military life do
much to illuminate the character and
attitudes of Britain's Napoleonic officer
corps. There is also no question but that
Hay was a competent and effective officer
who did good service in a number of
important campaigns, and an old soldier's
tendency to polish his recollections should
take nothing from that. However, in order
to help the reader better judge when Hay is
remembering events with advantage, this
edition of his memoirs is introduced and
annotated by historian Andrew Bamford
and includes additional information to
identify places, people, and events and to
otherwise add context to the original
narrative.

THE RETREAT FROM MONS
1914: NORTH

Casteau to Le Cateau

25227 £3.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 157 pages

Published Price £14.99

A brilliant and authoritative guidebook
telling the story of the BEF in the opening
weeks of the Great War. This fully
illustrated volume traces the route the
British took in their retreat from Mons,
explains the fighting, and records points of
interest that can still be seen today.
Essential reading for all battlefield
visitors.

 PLAYA GIRON
The Cuban Exiles’ Invasion at the

Bay of Pigs 1961

26075 £4.99

Santiago Rivas
 Softback with 72 pages well

illustrated in both colour and B&W
Published Price £19.95

The Bay of Pigs Invasion the failed
military invasion of Cuba undertaken by
the Central Intelligence Agency sponsored
paramilitary group Brigade 2506 on 17
April 1961. A counter-revolutionary
military group made up of mostly Cuban
exiles who travelled to the United States
after Castro's take-over, but also of some
US military personnel, trained and funded
by the CIA, Brigade 2506 fronted the
armed wing of the Democratic
Revolutionary Front and intended to
overthrow the increasingly communist
government of Fidel Castro. Launched
from Guatemala and Nicaragua, the
invading force was defeated within three
days by the Cuban Revolutionary Armed
Forces, under the direct command of
Castro. This eventually led to the events of
the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. This
book attempts to show the full picture
from an objective point of view - gathering
information from some of the few veterans
still alive and from information both
previously published and never published
before.

 RETREAT FROM MONS 1914:
SOUTH

The Western Front by Car, by Bike
and on Foot

25432 £2.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 152 pages

Published Price £14.99

Packed with pictures and a mine of useful
information, this expert guidebook traces
the great retreat from Mons of the BEF
from Etreux to the Marne. Essential for
both casual visitors and dedicated
battlefield tourists.
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THE RIFLE BRIGADE

Adventures in the Rifle Brigade
and Random Shots from a

Rifleman

27082 £4.99

Sir John Kincaid
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £14.99

John Kincaid saw action with the 95th
Rifles through several of the major
campaigns and battles of the Napoleonic
Wars. He went to the Iberian Peninsula
with Wellington's army and was involved
in most of the famous actions in Portugal
and Spain - at Almeida, Fuentes D'Onor,
Ciudad Rodrigo, Salamanca, Vittoria and
Toulouse, and he was in at the finish in
Belgium, at Quatre Bras and Waterloo.
Throughout the period he keenly observed
and recorded his experiences and in later
life produced the two classic military
volumes here bound together in abridged
form.
 RODNEY AND THE BREAKING

OF THE LINE

27120 £5.99

Peter Trew
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

On 12 April 1782, the British Fleet under
Admiral Lord George Rodney defeated the
French at Les Iles des Saintes, in the
Caribbean. Rodney employed a novel
tactic of breaking through the enemy line.
While this was the culmination of a
distinguished but turbulent career,
controversially Rodney was heavily
criticised for not pursuing the vanquished
foe, yet they never again posed a threat to
British interests in the West Indies. This
book examines the life and career of one
of the Royal Navy's most formidable
figures, who, while brilliant, made
enemies all too easily.

 ROMAN MILITARY
DISASTERS

Dark Days and Lost Legions

27072 £7.99

Paul Chrystal
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This is a valuable book that lists and
presents under the title “Roman military
disasters” sixty or so decisive and
significant defeats” ranging from the
Gallic invasion in the early fourth century
BC and the first sac of Rome to the second
sac of Rome in 410 AD by Alaric.
Alongside the better known disasters, such
as Cannae, Carrhae, Teutoburg Forest or
Adrianople, there are also a number of
lesser known ones, including some – such
as Arausio against the Cimbri and
Teutones – were the Romans suffered
horrendous losses that exceeded some of
the better known events.

 ROME SPREADS HER WINGS
Territorial Expansion Between the

Punic Wars

26204 £5.99

Gareth Sampson
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

The purpose of this book is to fill in an
historical gap, the largely underestimated
period from 241 BC to 219 BC. The two
decades between the end of the First Punic
War and the beginning of the Second
represent a key period in the development
of Rome's imperial ambitions, both within
Italy and beyond. Within Italy, Rome
faced an invasion of Gauls from Northern
Italy acquired her first provinces. The
period did, as well shown be the author,
see Rome “spread her wings” as it
acquired its first province in the aftermath
of the First Punic war. However, it also
saw Rome put an end once and for all to
the major threat represented by the Gallic
tribes settled north of the Po.

 RORKE’S DRIFT
A New Perspective

25294 £7.99

Neil Thornton
Hardback 192 pages
Published Price £20

Thornton has gone back to those primary
sources, picking over those diligently
sought-out by others before him,
uncovering some that have been
overlooked, and piecing them together
with a precision that has not always
characterised studies of the battle. Even if
you think you know the battle of Rorke’s
Drift, his conclusions will intrigue and
inspire you

 ROYAL LABORATORIES
HANDBOOK OF AMMUNITION

May 1918

25722 £18.00

The Royal Laboratories Woolwich
SB 68pp. Colour technical drawings
throughout 2018 N&MP Reprint of

January 1918 Original Edition

For the use of Battery Commanders to
give detailed guidance on the current types
of ammunition in use. This periodic
publication was not to be taken into first
line trenches due to its confidential
content. With clear colour technical
drawings and comprehensive descriptions
throughout, this is a must for those with an
in interest in Great War ordnance,
especially that used in the latter part of the
War.

 RUSSIA’S LAST GASP
The Eastern Front 1916-17

26841 £9.99

Prit Buttar
Hardback  472pages  complete with

15 maps + 3 plate sections
Published Price £25

The story of the Great War in the East is,
in the end, the story of how Tsarist Russia
finally came to an end this excellent title
chronicles the internal contradictions of
the Romanov state in the final months
before the abdication of Nicholas II. Dr.
Buttar gives thorough examination to
previously ignored campaigns such as the
Austrian "Black-Yellow Offensive”, that
largely failed, and the Russian "Brusilov
Offensive," that, initially at least,
succeeded spectacularly. The "June
Advance" of June to September 1916 was
the Russian Empire’s greatest feat of arms
during World War I, and among the most
lethal offensives in world history.

 SALIENT POINT FOUR: YPRES
AND PICARDY 1914-18

26999 £2.99

Ted Smith, Tony Spagnoly
Softback, 150 pages

Published Price £9.99

Another in the Cameos of the Western
Front series on men, minor actions and
battlefield sites, this book, like its
predecessors is an ideal 'companion' for
the battlefield visitor.

 SATURDAY AT M.I.9
The Classic Account of the WW2

Allied Escape Organisation

27073 £4.99

Airey Neave
Softback, 336 pages

Published Price £14.99

Airey Neave was the first British POW to
make a 'home run' from Colditz Castle. On
his return he joined M.I.9 adopting the
code name Saturday, he recounts the story
of the resistance in France and the low
countries supported by Room 900 of the
SOE. His life was tragically cut short by
the IRA who assassinated him in 1979
when he was one of Margaret Thatcher's
closest political allies.

 SCOUTING BY NIGHT

26016 £6.99

Fredk. G. Cook
SB  59pp, with diagrams

photographic plates. 2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1916 Original Edition

A 1916 training guide on the art of
military night scouting, originally
published by Gale & Polden. Covering
among other military scouting topics,
scouting by night between the trenches
and the open, and around typical farm
buildings. This type of guide was
produced and sold during the Great War to
supplement official Army handbooks. The
information contained although rather
‘gung-ho’ would have been most useful
when making trench raids at night.
 SHEFFIELD CITY BATTALION
The 12TH (Service)Battalion York

and Lancaster Regiment

27077 £4.99

Ralph Gibson, Paul Oldfield
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £16.99

Very good battalion history covering the
raising of the battalion , training, Egypt,
early days in France, preparations for the
Somme, 1st July (over 248 men killed,
over 300 wounded), the aftermath of the
battle, Neuve Chapelle, Arras, Vimy
Ridge and finally disbandment. On 1st
July 1916, the Sheffield City Battalion
fought alongside the Accrington Pals in
the heroic but hopeless attempt to capture
the heavily-fortified village of Serre. In the
memorable words of John Harris: "Two
years in the making. Ten minutes in the
destroying. That was our history."

 SECOND BARONS’ WAR
Simon de Montfort and the Battles

of Lewes and Evesham

27129 £5.99

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

A solid piece of work that features the two
key battles of the period: Lewes and
Evesham. Each battle has its own chapter,
and a most useful prelude covering the
campaign and pre-battle manoeuvres.
Further chapters put the wars in context
and describe the aftermath. the chapter on
armour, weapons and tactics while the
battle chapters do a fine job of painting a
picture of events.

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

40413 £6.99

Antony Beevor
Softback 994 pp + Plates
Published Price £12.99

A magisterial (and massive), single-
volume history of the greatest conflict the
world has ever known by one of our
foremost military historians.

 SETTING FRANCE ABLAZE
The SOE in France during WWII

27075 £4.99

Peter Jacobs
Hardback, 232 pages

Published Price £19.99

Peter Jacobs describes the extraordinary
contribution to the Allied war effort made
by the S.O.E. in France and tells the
gripping story of the men and women who
so bravely operated behind enemy lines,
many of whom were betrayed and did not
live to tell the tale. It pays tribute to the
extreme courage and bravery of the
individuals who did exactly what
Churchill asked of them; they set France
ablaze.
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 SEDAN 1870
The Eclipse of France

27074 £3.99

Douglas Fermer
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

Douglas Fermer's latest work concentrates
upon the coming of the war and one of the
most influential yet neglected battles in the
history of Western Europe, the Battle of
Sedan. His compelling narrative shows
how war came about, and how the
dramatic campaign of summer 1870
culminated in a momentous clash of arms
at Sedan. He gives fascinating insights into
the personalities and aims of the
politicians and generals involved, but
focuses too on the experiences of ordinary
soldiers and civilians.

 SIEGES OF THE ENGLISH
CIVIL WAR

27119 £4.99

John Barratt
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

An exploration of the significant sieges of
the English Civil War, Barratt discusses
the elements that characterised sieges
generally, the cause or context of the
siege, the activities of the besiegers and
besieged, the role of and effects on
civilians. He also describes in substantial
detail specific sieges that typify particular
situations or outcomes. His study provides
a detailed and vivid reconstruction of these
often neglected episodes of civil war
history.

 SPECIAL OPERATIONS IN
SOUTH-EAST ASIA 1942-1945

Minerva, Baldhead and
Longshanks/Creek

27080 £5.99

David Miller
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book is based on extensive original
research on the operations in South-East
Asia - those launched against the Japanese
in Sumatra and the Andaman Islands, and
the Germans in Goa. These operations,
and the exceptional men who took part in
them, have been almost forgotten. David
Miller, in this gripping account, sets the
record straight.

THE SILENT ATTACK
The Taking of the Bridges at

Veldwezelt, Vorenhoven and Kanne
in Belgium by German Paratroops,

10 May 1940

27078 £9.99

Oscar Gonzales, Thomas Steinke, Ian
Tannahill

Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £30

Outstanding book taken from both the
German and Belgian sides. This is a very
objective account of the Fallschirmjager
in early WW2. Story centres on those units
that did not attack Fort Eben Emael, but
instead took the bridges needed by the
Germans to invade Belgium over the
Albert Canal at the same time. Training,
the run-up to the attack, and the bridge
assaults are covered. The attention to
detail of the authors, alongside the very
good collection of period photographs in
this title are a unbeatable combination.

 SILENT HUNTERS
German U-boat Commanders of

World War II

27034 £4.99

Theodore P. Savas
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

While most aspects of the bitter U-Boat
struggle have been told and retold from
both the Axis and Allied points of view,
the careers of some highly effective U-
boat commanders have languished in
undeserved obscurity. The profiles of six
such commanders are presented in this
collection of essays. They include Karl-
Friedrich Merten, ranked among the war's
top tonnage aces; Ralph Kapitsky, whose
U-615 suicidal surface-to-air battle in the
Caribbean allowed many of his fellow
submariners to escape into the Atlantic;
Fritz Guggenberger, who sank an aircraft
carrier and organized the biggest POW
escape attempt in American history.

THE SINKING OF RMS
TAYLEUR

The Lost Story of the Victorian
Titanic

27035 £3.99

Gill Hoffs
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £12.99

An extraordinary chronicle set in the great
age of Victorian engineering. It is the story
of how an accumulation of factors -
ranging from innovative shipbuilding to
individual accident to foolhardy
seamanship - led to the loss of one of the
fastest ships afloat. On the 160th
anniversary of the disaster, Gill Hoffs
reveals new theories behind the disaster
and tells the stories of the passengers and
crew on the ill-fated vessel.

 SOLDIER OF THE RAJ
The Life of Richard Fortescue

Purvis 1789-1868

27025 £7.99

Ian Gordon
Hardback, 300 pages
Published Price £25

Meticulously researched biography of a
young officer in the early part of the 19th
Century. The son of an admiral, Richard
Purvis went to sea in Nelson's Navy at the
age of 11 before being commissioned at
the age of 15 into the Bengal Army, part
of the great East India Company. He went
on to serve 17 years in India. The
emphasis of this book is on his Indian
military service, with the story told largely
through an extensive collection of
previously unpublished contemporary
letters.

 SOMME SUCESS
The Royal Flying Corps and the

Battle of Somme 1916

27079 £3.99

Peter Hart
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

Really excellent book. Conveys to the
reader a real sense of what it must have
been like to be a pioneer air-fighter
carrying out reconnaissance, artillery
observation, contact patrols, interdiction,
longer range bombing missions and air-
superiority work.

 SPARTA
Unfit for Empire

27095 £7.99

Godfrey Hutchinson
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

A chronological narrative that covers this
relatively short period from 404 BC to 362
BC when the Spartans dominated the
Greek world. Godfrey Hutchinson's focus
is upon the strategic and tactical elements
of warfare in a period almost wholly
coinciding with the reign of the brilliant
commander, Agesilaos, one of the joint
kings of Sparta who astonishingly
campaigned successfully into his eighties.

 SPIT AND POLISH
RAF Polish Spitfire Squadrons

Fight Back From Chailey Sussex

26888 £3.99

Richard Whittle
Softback 96 pages

Published Price £14.99

Magnificent 96 page full colour account of
the three Polish Squadrons based at RAF
Chailey, Sussex UK in 1944.

THE SPARTAN SUPREMACY
412-371 BC

25470 £6.99

Mike Roberts, Bob Bennett
Hardback, 299 pages
Published Price £25

Sparta was the fierce warrior state among
the competing city states of ancient
Greece. But its supremacy after its victory
over Athens in the Peloponnesian War was
brief. The authors draw on a wealth of
source material to tell the story of Sparta’s
rise, its short supremacy and its fall for the
modern reader.Especially good are the
descriptions of some of the less well-
known battles

 SEDGEMOOR 1685
Malborough’s First Vistory

27114 £4.99

John Tincey
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A detailed and academic account of the
whole Monmouth rebellion, not just the
titular and decisive battle.The account of
that battle is thorough, including new ideas
based on hitherto unconsidered letters and
recent archaeology. Tincey is keen to
challenge the notion of the 'Pitchfork
Rebellion', stressing the support that
Monmouth received within the skilled
workers, particularly amongst the cloth
industry.

 SPITFIRE - THE ONE

25690 £19.99

Philip Kaplan
Hardback, 224 pp, Illustrated

Published Price £40

Spitfire THE ONE is an in-depth study
that is centred around a MKI variant
AR213, it discusses the early role of
Spitfire and that of AR213. The story is
not solely about AR213 but is used as a
story line where the Battle of Britain and
flying the Spitfire from the pilots
perspective are all featured as is the
Marvellous Rolls-Royce engine which
powered many wartime Spitfires. The
story brings the aeroplane right up-to-date
where its role in films is discussed through
to modern day uses. The final section is
back to AR213 where its restoration
completed back to airworthy condition.
This a superbly illustrated and well
produced homage to the iconic Spitfire.
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 SS ELITE Volume 3
The Senior Leaders of Hitler’s

Praetorian Guard

26064 £18.99

Max Williams
Hardback, 480 pages with 794
unpublished mono photographs

Published Price £45

Featured in this 3rd and last volume in the
series are:
Friedrich Rainer
Johann Baptist Albin Rauter
Friedrich Wilhelm Otto Rediess
Wilhelm Reinhard
Ulrich Friedrich Wilhelm Joachim von
Ribbentrop
Erwin Friedrich Karl Rösener
Ernst August Albert Sachs
Ernst Friedrich Christoph Sauckel
Paul Scharfe
Julius Gregory Schaub
Gustav Adolf Scheel
Georg Friedrich Schlessmann
Ernst-Heinrich Schmauser
Walter Schmitt
Julius Schreck
Friedrich Bernhard Gustav Karl Ulrich
Erich Graf von der Schulenburg
Franz Xaver Schwarz
Oskar Schwerk
Arthur Seyss-Inquart
Felix Martin Julius Steiner
Wilhelm Stuckart
Siegfried Louis Emanuel Taubert
Fritz Wächtler
Mathäus Karl Wahl
Josias Georg Wilhelm Adolf Erbprinz zu
Waldeck und Pyrmont
Paul Wegener
Friedrich Philip Weitzel
Otto Ferdinand Nikolai Winkelmann
Karl Friedrich Otto Wolff
Udo Gustav Wihelm Egon von Woyrsch
Alfred Bernhard Julius Ernst Wünnenberg

 SS PANZERKORPS IN THE
BATTLE FOR KHARKOV  01

-03.1943

26837 £88.00

Waldemar Trojca, Gregor Trojca
560 pages

This book describes actions during 01-03
-1943 that ended with the capture of
Kharkow, which was the last German
major victory on the Eastern Front. With
560 pages entirely printed in colour, 240
profiles (2D and 3D), 200 drawings, 55
tables, 510 photographs, 65 maps
(including an A1 map of Kharkov in 2D
and 3D), parts of original maps from both
the Germans and the Soviets, text
English/German.

 STEEL WALL AT ARNHEM
The Destruction of 4 Parachute

Brigade 19 September 1944

25913 £11.99

David Truesdale
Hardback, 288 pages with

photographs & maps
Published Price £29.95

This is a full account of the Brigade and its
actions at Arnhem.

 STALIN’S FAVORITE
The Combat History of the 2nd

Guards Tank Army from Kursk to
Berlin Volume 2: From Lublin to

Berlin July 1944-May 1945

26077 £9.99

Igor Nebolsin
Hardback, 522 pages
Published Price £55

The author Igor Nebolsin continues with
his detailed chronology of the 2nd Guards
Tank Armys combat operations. This
volume includes the hard fighting outside
of Warsaw in the summer of 1944; the 1st
Belorussian Fronts winter offensive in the
Vistula Oder operation and the ensuing
combat in Pomerania; and the final assault
on Berlin, when the 2nd Guards Tank
Army enveloped the German capital from
the north and entered the city from north
and west, fighting its way to the Tiergarten
Park in the heart of Berlin. Of note in this
volume are General Bogdanovs
recommendations for a tank armies table
of organization and equipment and its
proper use in combat operations, written
shortly after the war ended. Illustrated
with numerous images and supplemented
with detailed tables, this volume
completes the exhaustive study of the 2nd
Guards Tank Army, Stalin's favourite.

 SPY OF THE CENTURY
Alfred Redl and the Betrayal of

Austria-Hungary

26982 £4.99

John Sadler, Silvie Fisch
Hardback, 170 pages

Published Price £19.99

In the decade leading up to war, Colonel
Alfred Redl, deputy head of the Austro-
Hungarian General Staff's directorate of
military intelligence had betrayed his
country's secrets to the Italians, French
and Russians. At 2.00am and 25th May
1913 he took his own life with a single
shot from a Browning. This book tells his
story for the first time following the
rediscovery of long lost records.

 Suppliers of the Grey Wolves

The Story of the German
Submarine Tankers 1941-44
(English and German Text)

22156 £70.00

Axel Urbanke
HB 336 pp. With 300 wartime B+W

photos + 5 in colour + 33 colour
maps & 9 colour profiles

The story of the ten German submarine
tankers in the Second World War has
never been thoroughly documented in
words and pictures. This book describes
the difficult submarine tanker operations
and the war waged by the crews against
the power of the sea and the Allied
antisubmarine forces and thus fills a
significant gap in the history of the
German submarine arm. (dual language,
English and German).

THE WOODEN HORSE
The True Story

27084 £6.99

Robert J. Laplander
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

A new examination of the events at Stalag
Luft III. The author's rigourous approach
to the subject matter is evident from the
outset. Supplemented throughout by a
range of fascinating illustrations, including
shots of a full scale replica of the vaulting
horse used which the author constructed
specifically for the purposes of
understanding the logistics of the escape
yet further, the book represents a
competent and exhaustive account of the
escape in its entirety, set solidly in context
in order to provide an overview of the
camps history from establishment to
demise.

 SULLA
A Dictator Reconsidered

27081 £6.99

Lynda Telford
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

A lively and well researched biography.
Lucius Cornelius Sulla is one of the
central figures of the late Roman Republic.
Indeed he is often considered a major
catalyst in the death of the republican
system. T he ambitious general whose
feud with a rival (Marius) led to his
marching on Rome with an army at his
back, leading to civil war and the terrible
internecine bloodletting of the
proscriptions. In these things, and in his
appropriation of the title of dictator with
absolute power, he set a dangerous
precedent to be followed by Julius Caesar
a generation later.

 TANK BATTLES OF WORLD
WAR I

27108 £5.99

Bryan Cooper
Hardback, 144 pages

Published Price £19.99

Failure to exploit the potential of an
original idea is a recurring phenomenon in
our national history. Few failures,
however, can have been so costly in
human life as that of our military
commanders early in 1916 to appreciate
that the tank was a war winning weapon.
The slaughter of the Somme,
Passchendaele and Ypres salient had to be
endured before accepted 'conventional'
methods were abandoned and the tank
given a chance. Bryan Cooper describes
the early tank actions in vivid detail, with
many eyewitness accounts.

THE TANK IN ACTION

26160 £22.00

Capt. D.G. Browne MC
SB  x+370pp, 517 with 21 plates.

2018 N&MP Reprint of 1920
Original Edition

This a valuable, accurate, and rare
contemporary account by an officer who
won the Military Cross serving with the
7th Bn.Tank Co. It contains detailed
accounts of a large number of tank actions,
including, from personal experience, the
Cockcroft, Cambrai, Bourlon Wood, 1918
battles.
Cyril Falls wrote of this book in his
bibliography War Books.
"...his best chapters are those of an
eyewitness. He is at times severely critical
& perhaps even unjust, though he has
obviously tried not to be. For the reader
who contemplates tackling one book only
on tanks in the War this is probably the
best, for Captain Browne is a lucid &
entertaining writer."

 THE BLACK BERET
VOLUME I & 2 The History of

South Africa’s Armoured Forces

26352 £18.00

Willem Steenkamp
Hardback two volumes 366 + 366

pages Illustrated
Published Price £70

This is the complete two Volume set of
this brilliantly written history is library
bound in hardback and well typeset on a
good paper stock. The Armoured warfare
had an immediate effect on tactics and
strategy, arguably ending the stalemate of
trench warfare in 1918, and making the
decisive contribution towards winning and
losing the Second World War twenty years
later. These two books add significantly to
our knowledge and understanding of this
subject at a tremendous offer price to boot.

 The Camouflage Helmets of the
Wehrmacht

23855 £110.00

Paul Martin
Large Format • Hard Cover • 312
pages • 715 photos, most in colour

This is the first time that an author has
tackled the difficult subject of camouflage
helmets and Paul Martin has done it in the
only way possible: by showing many
genuine examples. T

 THE GERMAN INFANTRY 1871
-1914

26161 £135.00

Ulrich Herr & Jens Nguyen
Hardback two volumes in a slipcase

864 pages in total with 2100
photographs and illustrations Colour
& B&W Large Format: 29.5 cm x 26

cm

This two-volume, 864 page work gives the
first complete and uninterrupted picture of
the development of the uniforms worn by
the German Infantry, from the birth of the
Empire in 1871 to the eve of World War I
in 1914, with detailed descriptions and
illustrations.

 The Iron Cross 1. Class

26039 £125.00

Dietrich Maerz and George Stimson
HB 608 pp  photographs many in

colour

The wartime products of over twenty
manufacturers of crosses and
Wiederholungsspangen are described in
meticulous and thorough detail.
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 THE PANTHER BATTALION

"BRANDENBURG" -
TSCHERKASSY - BUDAPEST -

ODERFRONT - THE HALBE
POCKET

24210 £65.00

Wolfgang Ockert / Axel Urbanke
Hardback 352 pages 215 photos incl

34 colour, 27 colour maps

In the spring of 1945, with the Second
World War undoubtedly nearing its end,
events followed in rapid succession. There
was fighting on every front and German
losses were enormous. Units were created
and destroyed without receiving much
attention in the records of the Wehrmacht
staffs. Even veteran units suffered this
fate. This book, the product of ten years of
research, documents the battles and
demise of a panzer unit which, though it
fought on the Oder Front and in
metropolitan Berlin, remains almost
unknown - the I Battalion, Panzer
Regiment "Brandenburg."

 THE SERVICE DAGGERS OF
THE SS

23149 £120.00
HB 447 pp With Slipcase

English text version of the highly
acclaimed German language title. A "must
have" for any SS-Dagger collector. On
417 pages with more than 1200
photographs and illustrations the service
daggers of the SS, including the Röhm
Dagger and the Himmler Dagger, are
explained in detail. Numerous examples of
daggers of all time periods and a special
chapter dedicated to the chained daggers
make this book an invaluable addition to
each library.

 The War Merit Cross 1. Class and
Higher Grades

25996 £99.99

Dietrich Maerz George Stimson
Hardback 463 pages

Never before has the War Merit Cross 1.
Class and the Knights Cross of the War
Merit Cross been described in such detail.
Years in the making and extensively using
the existing archives the two authors
Dietrich Maerz and George Stimson have
delivered another solid and well
researched book

 THEY GAVE ME A SEAFIRE

27111 £4.99

Commander R. Mike Crosley
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

A classic in every sense of the word,
Commander R. 'Mike' Crosley, DSC RN,
was born in Liverpool in 1920. His
operational history with the Fleet Air Arm
saw him complete up to 3 sorties a day in
the period 1942-45. His capacity for
survival and sheer skill as a pilot were
remarked upon at the time, and he secured
a number of decorations, including DSC
and Bar. The narrative is well written in a
frank and often scathingly critical way of
Fleet Air Arm operations during the
Second World War and beyond.

 THREE BATTLES OF VITEBSK-
VOLUME I

25704 £58.00

Jean Restayn
Hardback, 192 pages

This volume covers the fighting from
September to December 1943, as 3.Panzer
Armee desperately tries to defend and fall
back to the Panther Line. Initially,
although designated as Panzer, the army
only had a few assault guns within the new
Fallschirmjager-Korps. It was slowly
given some strong assets in the form of the
20.Panzer-Division, a Tiger battalion, and
some other antitank units.

 TIGERS IN ITALY 1943-1945

26377 £23.99

Waldemar Trojca, Markus Jaugitz,
Karlheinz Munch

Hardback, 108 pages, Illustrated

Photo history of the German use of the
Tiger tank in Italy. Hardcover, 104
pages, 132 b&w photos, 5 colour
photos, 16 pages of colour profiles, 8
maps and 8 organigrams. Waldemar
Trojca, Karlheinz Münch & Markus
Jagitz Hardcover large format 104 pp

 TIGER
Technical and Operational History

Tiger I 1942 to 1945 Vol 3

26350 £110.00

GREGOR TROJCA WALDERMAR
TROJCA

Hardback 520 pages

Bilingual Text German-English. This title
completes the set on the history of the
Tiger I tank and the units it served in.

 TIGER AUSF. B KONIGSTIGER
Technical and Operational History

26846 £110.00

Gregor Trojca, Waldemar Trojca
Hardback

A new edition of Trojca's Königstiger
book, with 720 pages, approximately 850
photographs, approximately 200 2D and
3D colour drawings, 40 maps and 30
colour organigrams. The technical section
has been enlarged with new photographic
material and technical drawings. The
section on camouflage has been produced
in colour. The colour drawings show all
possible variants from the combat units.
The text dealing with combat actions has
now been enlarged with new information.
Additionally, all dangerous opponents of
the Königstiger (Eastern and Western
fronts) have been presented.
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THE WAR MERIT CROSSTHE WAR MERIT CROSS

11001 £65.00

458pp, 739 b/w and colour
photographs, hb.

Gordon Williamson and Josef CharitaGordon Williamson and Josef Charita
458pp, 739 b/w and colour

photographs, hb.

Illustrated throughout its 458 total pages,
hundreds of colour photos show the fronts,
backs, pins, hinges, maker’s marks,
presentation boxes and award certificates
while clearly laying out the manufacturing
details to help identify each medal.

Illustrated throughout its 458 total pages,
hundreds of colour photos show the fronts,
backs, pins, hinges, maker’s marks,
presentation boxes and award certificates
while clearly laying out the manufacturing
details to help identify each medal.

 Tigers and Königstiger of the
LSSAH and s.SS-Pz.Abt 101/501

26032 £95.00

by Waldemar Trojca and Gregor Trojca
With English/German text, this large-
format, hard cover,  320 page volume

includes: 36 pages of text, 282
photographs, including 3 in color,

216 color profiles, 3 color profiles in
3D and 10 organigrams.

This stand-alone volume is a must for
historians, modellers and collectors. It
portrays the combat history of the Tigers
of 4. (s)Pz.Kp. and 13. (s)Pz.Kp. of SS-
Pz.Gren.Div. Leibstandarte SS Adolf
Hitler, and from 22.10.1943 of 1. SS-Pz.
Div. Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler. The
members of these two companies were
later used to establish the s.SS-Pz.Abt 101
and 501.

 TIGERS IN NORMANDY

27083 £7.99

Wolfgang Schneider
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

This 320-page book is copiously
illustrated with maps, period and 'then-
and-now' photos (some 300 in all). The
Choice of archival images is superb, with
very many new and rare images of both
the Tiger I and Tiger II.A good account of
the Tiger tanks used in Normandy

 TIRPITZ
The Life and Death of Germany’s

Last Great Battleship

26886 £14.99

Daniel Knowels
Hardback, 35 pages
Published Price £35

Using a variety of sources this book begins
by looking at the military and political
situation in Germany that led to the
decision to build the `Tirpitz' before going
on to analyse the life and death of
Germany's last great battleship.

 To The Gates of Moscow with the
3rd Panzer Division (ALS
SANITATSOFFIZIER IM

RUSLANDFELDZUG)
A Medical Officer in the Campaign

against Russia

25325 £85.00

Axel Urbanke
Landscape Hardback 568 pages with
444 photographs (244 in colour) &

40 maps in colour

How did the soldiers of the Wehrmacht
really experience the attack on the Soviet
Union and the battles that followed? Few
of the books on the subject of the war in
Russia provide an honest answer. This
book delivers a real view of events.
Assistenzsarzt Dr. Türk’s unabbreviated
diary entries from the year 1941,
supplemented by documentary supporting
text, 40 colour maps, and a large number
of his colour slides represent a unique
documentation. It provides an exemplary
and genuine view, unaffected by postwar
influences or a selective choice of
materials, of how many soldiers of the
Wehrmacht perceived the first half year of
the campaign in the east.

 TWO WHEELS TO WAR
A Tale of Twelve Bright Young

Men Who Volunteered Their Own
Motorcycles for the British
Expeditionary Force 1914

25917 £9.99

Martin Shelley, Nick Shelley
Hardback, 302 pages
Published Price £25

Two Wheels To War is a scholarly but
entertaining look at the largely forgotten
world of the motorcycle despatch rider in
the early months of the First World War,
then a new phenomenon in the field of
conflict. At the heart of the book is an
illustrated and annotated edition of the
underrated - and initially uncensored -
classic first published in 1915, Adventures
of a Despatch Rider, written by Captain
WHL Watson, one of the well-educated
young men who volunteered for the Signal
service. He and over 400 other
motorcyclists were sent to France, some
mounted on their own machines, direct
from the recruiting office. Sometimes
uncomfortably close to the fast evolving
action, Watson and his colleagues played a
little known but key part in the early
campaigns at Mons, Le Cateau, on the
Retreat and on the Aisne. They
accompanied the BEF returning to the
north in October 1914 when the Western
Front extended to Flanders, enduring the
harsh winter that followed.
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 V FORCE BOYS
All New Reminiscences by Air and

Ground Crews Operating the
Vulcan, Victor and Valiant in the

Cold War and Beyond

26881 £7.99

Tony Blackman, Anthony Wright
Hardback, 208 pages, Illustrated

Published Price £20

Among the highlights, the book includes a
firsthand account of dropping the last UK
H Bomb, a description of how all the
aircraft navigated before the days of GPS,
the training the crews received and an
armorer’s account of how the nuclear
weapons were moved with complete safety
but not in the regimented way that might
be expected. In addition there are chapters
which tell of incidents that would not be
found in the RAF historical annals but
show how the vigilant guarding of the UK
had its lighter moments. A must for all
Vulcan, Victor and Valiant enthusiasts.

THE VICTORIA CROSS AT SEA
The Sailors, Marines and Naval

Airmen awarded Britain’s Highest
Honour

26194 £4.99

John Winton
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This classic is a thoroughly well
researched piece of work, and the best
book on the Naval recipients of The
Victoria Cross.

 WITH BRITISH SNIPERS TO
THE REICH

26243 £4.99

C. Shore
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £16.99

With British snipers to the Reich is not
only an account of sniping in World War
II but also a guide to all aspects of sniping
based on personal knowledge and
experience in training and in battle.

 WELLINGTON’S REDJACKETS
The 45th (Nottinghamshire)

Regiment on Campaign in South
America and the Peninsula 1805-14

27018 £7.99

Steve Brown
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Wellington’s Redjackets, is one of the
most detailed unit histories ever published
of a regiment during the Napoleonic era.
As the first, and only, study of this
regiment, it is well written, packed full of
detail, and, there are many useful maps.
The 45th would take part in – or at least be
present at - the battles or sieges of Rolica,
Vimiera, Talavera, Busaco, Fuentes
D'Onoro, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz,
Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle,
Orthes and Toulouse; making it one of the
most experienced of Wellington’s infantry
regiments by the time of Napoleon’s first
defeat. It is an essential purchase for those
with an enthusiasm for the Peninsular
War.

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT

April 1915 - June 1916

27085 £8.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £30

This is a weighty book packed with
information. The author states that this is
as much for the battlefield visitor as it is
for the armchair reader. Details of the VC
actions are explained in largely
chronological order and are then followed
by biographies of the winners. Some
fascinating characters emerge, with
numerous links to many famous people
and events.

THE VICTORIA CROSSES
THAT SAVED THE EMPIRE

The Story of the VCs of the Indian
Mutiny

27017 £5.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

For those that have an interest in the
Victoria Cross and the Indian Mutiny in
general then this is a good addition to the
subject library, written by the founder of
the Victoria Cross Society no less.

 VOICES FROM JUTLAND
A Centenary Commemoration

27128 £5.99

Jim Crossley
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A well written even handed detailed but
never heavy account of the Battle of
Jutland, due to the expeditions to the
wrecks by Marine Archaeologists such as
Innes McCartney the disputes related to
the battle can be put to bed and at long last
the accusations aimed at Admiral Jellicoe
have been shown to be baseless.

 WITHIN FOUR WALLS
A Classic of Escape

27090 £6.99

Major M. C. C. Harrison, Captain H. A.
Cartwright

Hardback, 306 pages
Published Price £25

Within Four Walls tells the remarkable
story of two British officers and their war
effort, capture by the Germans,
imprisonment and eventual escape to
Holland. The authors were made to write a
concise and accurate account of their
incarceration in 1917 and 1918 for the
War Office, the basis of which forms the
narrative for this book. Although many
points were censored while the war was
still ongoing, the authors filled in the gaps
before the book was published in 1930.
Complete with a selection of original
photographs and diagrams drawn by the
authors during their years of incarceration.

 WAFFENROCK: Parade
Uniforms of the  German Army

9916 £95.00

Ltc. (ret.) Timothy J. Curley & Neil G.
Stewart; foreword Oberst a.D. Adolf

Schlicht
592pp, 1140 photographs, mostly in

colour

“The World’s most beautiful uniform” is
one contemporary description given to the
Waffenrock. It was the most formal of the
German Army uniforms, reserved for
parades and ceremonial occasions. 87
examples of this important uniform are
portrayed in full-colour professional
photography...illustrating every branch-of-
service Waffenfarbe for enlisted men,
NCOs and officers.

 WAR BADGES OF THE
KRIEGSMARINE

26042 £75.00

Gordon Williamson
380 Pages 1,121 Photos, Most in

Colour. Large format deluxe binding

This book covers the War Badges of the
Kriegsmarine with particular emphasis on
the surface units. Packed with detailed
obverse and reverse colour shots as well as
close ups of hinges, pins and maker marks
giving the collector and military enthusiast
detailed coverage of all the major variants
of these desirable badges
 WELLINGTON’S ENGINEERS

Military Engineering in the
Peninsular War 1808-1814

25363 £6.00

Dr. Mark S Thompson
Hardback, 276 pages
Published Price £25

The first full history of the Royal
Engineers in the Peninsular War, this book
draws on untapped collections of letters
and diaries to tell of the huge range of
tasks undertaken by the regiment. These
ranged from road and bridge building, to
the construction of siege works and field
fortifications such as the lines of Torres
Vedras.

 VCs OF THE NORTH
Cumbria, Durham and

Northumberland

25959 £3.99

Alan Withworth
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Alan Whitworth, in this carefully
researched account, describes in graphic
detail the exploits and the lives of this elite
band of heroes. Within this group of
Northern VC recipients are a number of
outstanding names, including Richard
Annand who gained the first VC of the
Second World War and Roland Bradford
who was one of only four sets of brothers
to have secured the VC. He also had the
distinction of becoming the youngest
general in the British army. But among the
roll of the brave whose gallantry and self-
sacrifice are celebrated in these pages the
reader will find the names and
extraordinary deeds of many other men
who were either born or bred or lived and
died in the North. They will also find the
story of the youngest Victoria Cross
recipient who won his award aged just
nineteen.

 WATERLOO GENERAL
The Life, Letters and Mysterious

Death of Major General Sir
William Ponsonby

27089 £6.99

John Morewood
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Waterloo General is an excellent
biography of a British general,Sir William
Ponsonby,who was destined for obscurity
until fate placed him in the right place at
the right time that allowed him lead the
epic charge that led to the defeat of
Napoleon's Army. Unfortunately he died
in the charge and was never able to enjoy
the many accolades that ensued.

 VULCAN BOYS
From the Cold War to the

Falklands: True Tales of the Iconic
Delta V Bomber

26108 £6.99

Tony Blackman
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £20

The Vulcan, the second of the three V
bombers built to guard the UK during the
Cold War has become an aviation icon like
the Spitfire, its delta shape is instantly
recognisable as is the howling noise it
makes when the engines are opened for
take-off. Vulcan Boys is the first Vulcan
book recounted completely first hand by
the operators themselves. It tells the story
of the aircraft from its design conception
through the Cold War when it played out
its most important job as Britain's nuclear
deterrent; before unbelievably, at the end
of its service life, also playing a significant
role, with its bombs and missiles, in
liberating the Falkland Islands for which it
gained much celebrity.

 Military history at your finger tips www.nmarchive.com
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